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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Growth of the Mobile Home Industry 

While the conventional housing industry has suffered a series of reverses in the 
past decade, the mobile home manufacturing business has continued to grow enor
mously year after year. Mobile homes now are the fastest-growing market in U.S. 
housing, and present trends presage an even greater rate of growth in future 
years. 

In 1940, only 15,000 house trailers were manufactured and sold in the United 
States. Ten years later, in 1950, more than 63,000 mobile units were manufac
tured and sold, and by 1960 annual production had grown to 165,369. 1 Last year, 
the number of mobile homes shipped exceeded 400,000--which means that mobile 
homes accounted for one in every three of the new housing units produced in 1969. 

Industry officials anticipate that 1970 sales of mobile homes will exceed 475,000 
units (one in every two single-family homes sold in 1970 will be a mobile home) 
and that annual sales of more than 1 million units can be expected by 1975. 2 Al
ready in the U.S., there are more than 2 million mobile homes, which collective
ly house approximately 6,000,000 people. 

As Figure 2 illustrates, Texas is among the "Big Ten" mobile home states, both 
in the number of parks and in the number of individual mobile home park sites 
possessed. And it is reasonable to assume that the number of these facilities 
will greatly increase in the coming few years, in response to the growing move
ment of mobile homes into the State: according to the Texas State Comptroller, 
25,000 mobile homes were shipped to Texas dealers just in 1969, which is a sub
stantially larger number than was shipped in 1968. 

B. Evolution of the Mobile Home 

1. The House Trailer Era 

The forerunners of today's mobile homes were the house trailers--or "travel 
coaches," as they were known earlier--of the 1930's. These structures were de
signed primarily for the use of tourists, campers, and vacationists, and they 
ordinarily were no longer than twenty-five feet nor wider than eight feet. Al
though the owners frequently removed the wheels and put them on blocks during 
extended periods of non-use, they were always ready to be made mobile, and 
could be towed by a passenger car operated by a person with average competence 

1 Lowell D. Flickinger, "Trends In The Mobile Home Park Industry," The Ap
praisal Journal, July, 1965. 

2 Business Week, January 24, 1970 (McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Hights
town, New Jersey). 
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Year 
1969 
1968 
1967 
1966 
1965 
1964 
1963 
1962 
1961 
1960 
1959 
1958 
1957 
1956 
1955 
1954 
1953 
1952 
1951 
1950 
1949 
1948 
1947 

Manufacture .. ' Shlpm.nts Retail Salll 
to Dill ... In U.S. (Estimated) 

412,690 $2,496,774,500 
317,950 $1,907,700,000 
240,360 1,370,052,000 
217,300 1,238,610,000 
216,470 1,212,232,000 
191,320 1,071,392,000 
150,840 862 ,064,000 
118,000 661,000,000 
90,200 505,000,000 

103,700 518,000,000 
120,500 602,000,000 
102,000 510,000,000 
119,300 596,000,000 
124,330 622,000,000 
111,900 462 ,000,000 
76,000 325,000,000 
76,900 322,000,000 
83,000 320,000,000 
67,300 248,000,000 
63,100 216,000,000 
46,200 122,000,000 
85 ,500 ~04,000,000 

60,000 146,000,000 

Figure 1 

U.S, Mobile Home 3 
Shipments, 1947-1969 

No. of No. of 
Parks Lots 

California 2,058 Florida 165,023 
Florida 1,271 California 160,107 
Ohio 498 Arizona 40,304 
Washington 487 Michigan 39,496 
Arizona 475 Ohio 36,308 
New York 445 Illinois 33,740 
Michigan 402 New York 24,037 
Illinois 386 Washington 23,334 
Texas 374 Indiana 21,220 
Indiana 337 Texas 20,675 

Figure 2 

Major U.S. Distribution of 4 
Mobile Home Parks and Lots, 1969 

in driving. Despite their limited size, as well as their lack of cooking or sani
tary facilities, construction workers and others who had to follow their jobs 
found that these units were suitable as temporary housing, even during cold winter
times. 

In the 1940 1 s, both during World War II and later, shortages in the conventional 
housing supply stirred a great deal of interest in house trailers as an alter
nate source of shelter. Large numbers of persons of all social and economic clas
ses purchased or rented trailers, and parks sprang up in all areas of the United 
States. 

During this time, people who lived in trailer houses tended to be mostly military 
personnel, or migrants and others on the lower end of the socio-economic scale, 
and the parks they occupied well reflected their standard of living. Most were 
located on the fringes of metropolitan areas, generally were poorly maintained, 
and commonly were considered an eyesore by the permanent members of the community. 

Trailers of this era were quite suscept ible to the debilit ating effects of the 
weather, and dilapidation was rapid and noticeable. Though the unit sufficed 
as a basic shelter from the elements, it was second-rate housing by any measure, 
being crowded, poorly-heated, drafty, and vulnerable to fire. Trailer parks of 
this period were little better than their component parts: most provided only 
the most rudimentary sanitary facilities and other conveniences, and their dis
orderly appearance gave them and their occupants a uniformly bad name. 

3 Source: House & Horne, March, 1969 (McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, 
Hightstown, New Jersey). 

4 Source: Mobile Homes Manufacturers Association (6650 North Northwest 
Highway, Chicago, Illinois 60631). 
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During these years, the response of local governments to trailers was predictably 
negative. If cities recognized and controlled their existence at all, trailer 
parks usually were consigned to commercial or industrial districts within the 
community. A large number of cities prohibited the use of trailer h0uses by 
means of zoning restrictions, while others enacted building and housing codes so 
written that house trailers could not begin to meet their requirements. 

2. Contemporary Mobile Homes 

The past twenty years have brought about so many changes that the names "travel 
coach" and "house trailer" are now limited to small hitch-on trailers. In con
trast, a "mobile home" is a comparatively large, transportable residence which 
can be moved only by special equipment. 

A major breakthrough in the design of mobile homes occurred in 1954, with the 
introdu~tion of models ten feet in width and containing bathing and sanitary 
facilities, as well as clothes washers and dryers in the more luxurious models. 5 

These improvements detached the dwelling from its former dependence on the wash
ing, bathing, and sanitary facilities formerly provided exclusively by trailer 
parks for the common use of occupants; and, of course, these changes also made 
individual connections to water, electricity, and sewer facilities a necessity. 

The average present day mobile home is twelve by sixty feet (though models as 
large as 14 feet x 70 feet are available), has 684 square feet of living space, 
and retails for approximately $6,300. It weighs three tons, has two bedrooms, 
a kitchen, bath, dinette and living room, and is sold complete with chairs, light
ing fixtures, and other furnishings. 

The chief advantage of the modern mobile home over earlier models is its very 
size. Gains in width and floor area now allow larger living rooms and bedrooms 
(or more bedrooms), a wider hall, a separate utility room to accommodate the 
washer and dryer which previously would have to be stowed away in the kitchen, 
and more storage space. 

Expansible models now are available which feature fold-out or "telescoping" sec
tions that can be extended to provide a width of twenty feet or more in the liv
ing room section. This unique innovation offers some variation from the narrow 
rectangular form of the average mobile home, and increases floor area in a unit 
capable of being hauled as a single package. Prefabricated cabanas, carports, 
storage compartments, and other accessories also are now available as optional 
"add-ons." 

Some manufacturers offer "double-wides" and "triple-wides". These are units 
which can be transported as separate 10-foot or 12-foot wide modules, and then 
bolted together at the site into single units having floor space ranging to 
2,000 square feet. The same modules can be used in "L", "T", or "U" shapes. 

Modern methods of construction and new, stronger materials have made the contem
porary mobile home quite durable. Dilapidation is much less a problem than 

5 To a large extent, the size of mobile homes being manufactured at any 
given time historically has been a function of state highway regulations govern
ing the permitted length and width of vehicles and of towed loads. For example, 
more and more states now are allowing the transport of 14-foot wide loads, which 
accounts for the recent emergence of mobile homes of that width. 
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formerly, and the new exterior finishes are more pleasing aesthetically. 

C. Mobile Home Parks 

As the mobile homes business has grown, mobile home parks--upgraded versions of 
the old trailer parks--have grown concomitantly. Nationwide, there are now ap
proximately 22,000 mobile home parks which in the aggregate contain more than 
one million spaces, and new parks are being created at the rate of about 2,200 
per year. 13,000 mobile home parks are described in Woodall's Mobile Home Park 
Directory, available from the Woodall Publishing Company, 500 Hyacinth Place, 
Highland Park, Illinois 60035, at $3.95. 

On a national basis, the average park contains 65 sites. There is, however, a 
great deal of diversity in the size of individual parks: many parks have as few 
as two spaces, while others contain as many as 1,500 or more. Some parks, hous
ing as many as 2,000 units, form separate, incorporated communities complete with 
a mayor and councilmen. These offer police and fire protection, as well as many 
other services and facilities found in most municipalities. 

In a mobile homes survey conducted by the Department of Housing and Urban Develop
ment, 14% of the respondents were found to live in parks containing 200 or more 
units; gowever, more than two-thirds were located in parks with fewer than 100 
spaces. 

Insofar as the size of individual mobile home sites is concerned, the HUD study 
described the average size of the individual mobile home space located in a park 
as being between 1,500 and 2,500 square feet in area. Sites located outside of 
mobile home parks were found to be much larger on the average: eight out of ten 
were 3,500 square feet or more. 

Space rental fees in mobile home parks range from $25 to $150 monthly (the nation
al average is $40); location and services vary accordingly. 

In some parks, lots are sold rather than rented. In these mobile home subdivi
sions, the resident owns his site, and pays a monthly fee for services and main
tenance. There are also cooperative mobile home parks which operate like co-op 
apartment houses. 

Though a substantial number of the thousands of mobile home parks in the United 
States are patently substandard, many of the newer parks are carefully designed 
and attractively landscaped. The better mobile home parks offer the level of 
living usually brought to mind by high-quality subdivisions of conventional 
homes, in great contrast to the kind of subsistence so commonly associated with 
trailer camps of past years. 

A typical mobile home development designed by the Land Development Division of 
the Mobile Homes Manufacturers Association will occupy about 30 acres and contain 
200 home sites. (M.H.M.A. parks ~vil1 have only six to eight homes per acre, as 
compared to sixteen or more sites per acre in older parks.) The cost of improve
ments will be about $410,000 or an average of $2,300 per home site. The 

6 Department of Housing & Urban Development, Housing Surveys, Parts 1 and 
2: Occupants of New Housing Units; Mobile Homes and the Housing Supply, (Washing
ton, D. C.: 1967). 
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development will have wide paved streets with off-street parking, all underground 
utilities, storm sewers, good street lighting, complete landscaping, a recreation 
building, a playground for children, and, possibly, a swimming pool,7 M.H.M.A. 
records indicate that a mobile home park of this quality will in its first year 
of operation contribute more than $1,500,000 to the community in the form of 
construction costs and goods and services purchased. Thereafter, it can be ex
pected to contribute more than $1 million annually. 

D. Characteristics of the Mobile Home Dweller 

It is widely believed that the mobile home population consists primarily of mili
tary personnel, migrant workers, and retired people. In turn, these persons are 
popularly caricatured as low-income gypsies who contribute little, if anything, 
to the financial and social wellbeing of the community. Fifteen or more years 
ago, these stereotypes probably were more often valid than not; however, recent 
information indicates that the composition and characteristics of the overall 
mobile home population have undergone extensive changes. 

1. Age, Occupation and Community Perceptions of Mobile Home Dwellers 

The HUD study (see page 4) reveals that the typical mobile home household is com
posed of a husband and wife and, as often as not, a preschool child. Overall, 
the average mobile home family contains 2.2 persons, as compared to 3.17 persons 
in the average American family. 

A disproportionately large number of mobile home residents fall in the 20-34 and 
over-50 age groups (the typical mobile home husband is under 35) which, among 
other things, means that the average number of school age children is much lower 
than in conventional housing. In fact, almost three-fourths of the mobile homes 
surveyed by HUD contained a child under six years of age. 

The typical mobile home husband in the HUD study has comp~eted three years of high 
school education, and 30% of those surveyed had some college training. He is a 
blue-collar worker employed by a manufacturing plant located in a medium-size 
town, and the total annual income of his household is approximately $6,200. 

The number of older persons who occupy mobile homes is not as great as one might 
believe. According to the HUD survey, only about 9% of all mobile homes are in
habited by persons in the over-65 age group; whereas roughly 19% of all u.s. 
citizens are 65 years of age or older. 

Members of the mobile home family were found to be generally satisfied with their 
home. They like the neighborhood, find the shopping and church convenient as 
compared with their previous residences, and the husband considers the automobile 
trip to his job not unreasonably long . Other studies indicate, though, that mobile 
home dwellers tend to have a relatively low level of participation in community 
organizations and activities. For example, it is estimated that 25% of mobile 

7 The Town View mobile home community, situated on 22 acres near Fort Worth, 
has spaces for 166 dwellings, each with a concrete patio, a 125 cubic foot alumi
num storage unit, and a number of shade trees. It has a "community hall" for 
social events, a swimming pool, natural gas connections at every site, underground 
electric and telephone wiring, paved streets, a separate laundry building with 
automatic washers and dryers, and a children's playground. 
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home occupants never attend church, as compared to 10% of the total adult popu
lation of the United States. Too, relatively few mobile home residents hold 
positions of leadership in local government, in voluntary organizations (i.e., 
PTA's, etc.) or local churches, and comparatively take part in activities spon
sored by the general community. 

2. The Mobility of Mobile Home Occupants 

Although the Hun study presented no documented statement in respect to the fre
quency with which mobile home occupants change their place of residence, other 
surveys indicate that the average mobile home can be expected to remain in the 
same location for at least two and one-half years, and that 85% will be permanent
ly sited. 

Records of the Mobile Home Manufacturers Association show that the average mobile 
home owner can be expected to move about once in 
every five years. Since Census statistics indi
cate that one-fifth of all U. S. citizens change 
their addresses annually, it would seem that 
mobile homeowners are not abnormally mobile, and, 
in fact, that on the average they move no more 
often (even less, in many cases) than apartment 
dwellers. 

A 1970 report compiled by the Bureau of Business 
Research at the University of Texas portrays the 
mobile home owner's incidence of mobility as be
ing even less than that cited by the MHMA.8 The 
Bureau states that only 25% of the owners of 
mobile homes moved during the past five years, 
surmising that this is so because mobile home 
dwellers are increasingly finding that the modern 
mobile home park is suitable for semi-permanent 
occupancy. 

Regardless of the differences between such sur
veys, it is reasonable to now assume that the 
average mobile home--once it has been initially 
sited--will move less and less frequently. The 
typical mobile home now is more and more making 
just one trip--from the factory or distributor 
to the site where it is to be used. 

3. Mobile Home Financing Arrangements 

The purchases of most mobile homes are financed 
like automobiles, often by dealers. Minimum 
down payments range from 20 to 30 per cent of 
the unit's retail selling price; seven years 
is the most common payment period. 

Persons In HouSlhoid 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Median Persons 

Household Composition 
.2 or more Persons 
Husband-Wife 
Other Male Head 
Female Head 
1 Person 

Ale Groups 
Less than 35 years 
35 to 54 
55 to 64 
65 and over 

Children's Age 
None under 18 
1 Child under 18 
2 or more under 18 
None under 6 
1 or more under 6 

Income 
$ 4,999 and under 

5,000 to 6,999 
7,000 to 9,999 

10,000 to 14,999 

M~~PaOnO ~~II~~;e 
Education 
Less than 8th grade 
8th through 12th grade 
1 year or more college 
Median School Years 

Occupations 

Mobil' Homt 
Surv"t· 
10.7% 
39.7 
23.9 
14.5 
7.0 
2.8 
1.4 
2.49 

89.6% 
84.6 

1.3 
3.6 

10.7 

49.4% 
29.4 
1l.8 
9.3 

Mobile Home Surve, 
2 or more Persons 
Household Head 

46.9% 
26.0 
27.1 
62.8 
37.2 

27.6% 
. 27.2 
29.4 
13.2 
2.5 

$6,620 

7.5% 
74.5 
18.0 
1l.6 

Professional, Technical 7.1 % 
Managers, Officers, Proprietors 8.1 
Craftsmen {skilled} 21.5 
Operatives (semi-skilled) 21.4 
Clerical, Sales 7.2 
Service 4.8 
Laborers (non-farm) 7.5 
Farm Laborers 1.4 
Not Employed, or Active Military 

Duty, or not in Labor Force 20.9 

Figure 3 

1967 CPS 
All famlll" 

15.5% 
28.3 
17.6 
16.1 
10.6 
5.9 
6.0 
2.85 

84.5% 
72.2 
2.7 
9.6 

15.5 

23.6% 
40.4 
16.7 
19.4 

1967 CPS 
All Families 

44.0% 
17.8 
38.2 
71 .6 
28.4 

28.2% 
17.8 
24.4 
20.4 

9.2 
$7,440 

13.2% 
64.4 
22.4 
12.1 

10.9% 
15.0 
16.5 
15.7 
10.5 
6.2 
3.7 
1.0 

20.5 

Hun Profile of Mobile Home Occupants 

8 Graham Blackstock, "Construction: Mobile Homes In The Housing Crisis," 
Texas Business Review, April, 1970 (The University of Texas at Austin). 
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The HUD survey indicates that the average mobile home owner has owned his unit for 
approximately two years. He made a $900 down payment, and signed a note for the 
remainder. Altogether, the average mobile home owner pays between $125 to $150 
in monthly housing costs (i.e., home payment site utilities). 

Mobile homes constructed according to Federal Housing Administration standards 
recently became eligible for financing under the FHA mortgage insurance program. 
Loans to buy mobile homes can be FHA-insured for as much as $10,000, with repay
ment over as long as 12 years and 32 days. True interest rates vary from 7.9% to 
10.6% (depending on the amount borrowed and the terms of repayment) under the 
FHA program. 

The average mobile home depreciates 20 per cent the first year, and at the rate 
of 7 per cent annually thereafter. A substantial market exists for used mobile 
homes, and there is now a mobile home "Blue Book," which is similar to the an
nual guide to used car prices. 

E. Do Mobile Homes Pay Their Fair Share of Taxes? 

It is commonly asserted, particularly by the owners of conventional homes, that 
mobile homes and their occupants do not pay their fair share of local taxes. Al
though a number of analyses have been conducted in other states for the purpose 
of refuting this proposition,9 no study of the mobile home's financial contri
bution to Texas local governments has been undertaken; and it therefore cannot 
be authoritatively stated either that mobile homes do or do not equitably share 
the expense of municipal, sChool, and other local services. However, in the 
final analysis, the burden of assuring that mobile homes do pay their way as 
nearly as possible falls upon the particular taxing jurisdiction in which they 
are located. 

Representatives of the mobile home industry say that, on a national basis, the 
average mobile home owner pays $60 per year in taxes. In a development contain
ing eight units per acre, the tract will generate $480 in taxes annually. Also, 
the park owner will be expected to pay taxes, and if he pays $75 per lot, his 
yearly taxes will be $600 per acre. Adding the mobile home owner's direct taxes 
to those paid by the park developer, taxes of $1,800 per acre are paid each year. 

A tax load of $1,800 per acre may be high in some cities and low in others. But 
regardless of the case, any attempt to measure the mobile home's place_in the 
local revenue picture must take into account the magnitude of the demand it plac
es on local resources. For instance, in many mobile home parks, streets, side
walks, fire hydrants, utilities, refuse disposal, and a number of other facilities 

9 A survey undertaken by the Bureau of Economic and Business Research at 
the University of Florida in Gainesville concluded that mobile home parks and 
their residents do, indeed, pay their fair share of taxes in the state. Evi
dence is presented which illustrates that the tax revenue received from mobile 
home residents in Florida is equal to the tax revenue received from the owners of 
homes in average of better-than-average subdivisions. (See John Wells, "The Taxa
tion of Mobile Home Parks and Park Residents in Selected Florida Counties," pub
lished by the Bureau of Economic and Business Research. 

In another study, the developer of a large mobile home park in Elkhart, Indiana, 
compared the taxes paid by acreage developed into a conventional housing area with 
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and services are provided by the park operator--all at no cost to the community. 

For another matter, a substantial percentage of mob i le home families have no 
children of school age. 
Within the mobile home 
population, there is an 
average of one child of 
elementary school age for 
each four mobile homes-
and more than 50% of the 
people who live in mobile 
homes have no children at 
all. 

Thus, in a particular com
munity it may be true that 
many mobile home owners 
and park developers ac
tually pay ~ than their 
fair share of the cost of 
services--and particularly 
educational and recrea
tional services--when com
pared to conventional home 
owners who require all 
local services, and who 
have larger numbers of 
school-age children. 

And if mobile homes in 
some cities do not pay 
their fair share of taxes, 
it could well be the fault 
o f the taxing jurisdiction 
itself. The Director of 
the New England Mobile 
Home Association noted: 

"I think that parks are 
o f ten not assessed at 
anywhere near their true 
value. A park worth, 
say, $300,000 for its 
land and improvements 
is sometimes assessed 
as open land. " 

Comparing Tax Revenue Per Acre In Mobile Home Parks And 
Adjacent Single Family Residences 

I. OBTAIN DATA O~ MOBILE HOME TAXES IN A PARK OR ALL 
PARKS IN THE AREA Al'D AVERAGE THEM 

1. Determine the tax paid on individual mobile homes by owners. 
2. Determine the tax paid on park property by the owner. 
3. Add the figures in No. 1 and 2 and divide by the number of acres in 

the park. This is the direct tax revenue per acre. 
4. List the services provided by the park owner to residents which are 

usually a community cost but in a park are paid by the residents through 
rent and are no cost to the community. (Streets, garbage and trash dis
posal, water lines, sewer lines, etc., and the continual maintenance of 
these services.) 

II. OBTAIN TAX DATA ON HOMES SURROUNDING THE PARK CON-
STITUTING AN EQUAL ACREAGE WITH THE PARK 

1. City or town clerks or assessment rolls show this. 
2. Compute acreage in surrounding lots. 
3. Compile taxes paid on those houses. 
4. Divide total taxes paid by the acres to determine 

acre in houses. 
the tax revenue per 

III. COMPARE TOTAL TAXES PAID PER ACRE IN THE PARK AND 
SURROUNDING RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES. DOLLAR-WISE A 
PARK RETURNS MORE TAX REVENUE PER ACRE THAN A COM
PARABLE ACREAGE DEVOTED TO SINGLE HOUSES. TAX-WISE 
THE PARK IS GOOD BUSINESS FOR THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

IV. SCHOOL CHILDREN AND SCHOOL TAX 
1. Separate the school tax paid per .acre in the park from others taxes. 
2. Separa:e the school tax paid per acre of surrounding residences from 

other taxes. 
3. Compare school tax per acre of park with per acre of surrounding houses. 

\'. CHILDREN IN THE PARK VS. HOUSES 
1. Obtain from school census the number of children in the park. 
2. Obtain the number of children in surrounding houses on comparable 

acreage. 
3. Divide the school t~x paid by the park and that paid by the surround

ing residences by the number of children in school in each case to obtain 
the school tax revenue per school age child. 

4. Compare the tax per child in each case. Usually there is much more 
revenue per child from the park, exploding the view that the tax paid by 
mobile home residents is not as great as that paid by house owners. 

5. The figures of number of school-age children is usually much less per 
mobiJe home than per house, exploding the view that the number of 
children in the park crowds the school. 

Figure 4 

Mobile Home Developer's Recommended Procedure 
For Comparing Conventional Vs. Mobile Home Tax Share lO 

those generated by a comparable area occupied by a mobile home park. His study 
showed that the mobile home community actually was paying 30% more in municipal 
taxes per acre than neighboring conventional residential areas. It was also 
found that the mobile home area was paying 10% more in school taxes per child 
to the county than was paid by its neighbors. (See "How To Gather Tax Data In 
Your Community," in the February/March, 1967 issue of Mobile Home Park Manage
ment, 6229 Northwest Highway, Chicago, Illinois 6063L) 

10 Source: "How To Gather Tax Data In Your Community," op. cit. 
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"On the other hand, some towns have allowed too much depreciation. A new 
mobile home is taxed on the basis of $6,000--four years later they tax it 
as if it were worth $2,000 . ,,11 

Municipalities in Texas are empowered to levy taxes on mobile homes. In some 
cases, the mobile home and the property on which it is sited can be taxed as 
realty; in other cases, the mobile home must be assessed as personal property 
(though the land it occupies still is taxable as real property). The point is 
that the mobile home can be made to pay its way in the community, if the city 
cares to implement the means to have them do so. Later chapters in this book 
deal with the taxation of mobile homes. 

3. Mobile Homes As An Overload On Community Services 

Critics of mobile homes say, and with considerable justification, that their sud
den appearance in great numbers in a community easily can have the effect of 
throwing local facilities and services out of balance by creating a shock over
load on the system. This eventuality is most likely in areas where new parks 
are being created, because there is such an acute shortage of good-quality mobile 
home parks that one of relatively high grade can be expected to become fully oc
cupied soon after it opens. 

If the community has not adequately planned ahead, it is quite probable that a 
sudden influx of mobile homes will cause severe demands to be placed on local 
services, and particularly those of water supply, sewage disposal, refuse col
lection, police and fire protection, and public health. However, it should be 
noted that the problems which arise from rapid real estate development are not 
by any means peculiar only to mobile homes--and, in fact, there is reason to 
believe that the occupants of mobile homes pose a less serious drain on community 
resources than is generated by the same number of people living in other forms 
of housing . 

F. Features of Mobile Homes 

A trailer is not a mobile home, though the reverse some times is true. A trailer 
is designed to be used as a dwelling only temporarily (e.g. , during vacations, 
while camping, etc.): it is relatively small, is dependent upon sanitary and 
other service facilities located in adjacent buildings, and can be readily towed 
over the road by a passenger car. A mobile home--which is larger and much more 
elaborate than a trailer--actually is a relocatable house designed for year-around 
living. It is equipped with all of the facilities necessary to allow tne unit to 
function independently of auxiliary facilities, so that usually it is necessary 
only to make simple utility connections to the mobile home. Because of its weight 
and size, the mobile home ordinarily can be moved only by truck or on a railroad 
flatcar. Once at its site, the unit is placed on a prepared base, and its wheels 
and axles removed. 

Mobile home producers offer a wide variety of designs. Basically, however, there 
are three basic types, with a variety of floor plans available in each: 

11 "Mobile Homes--Good Or Bad?," This Week Magazine, July 14, 1968. 
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1. 12-Foot Wide Homes. The majority of all mobile homes manufactured in recent 
years have been 12 feet wide by 60 or more feet in length, and offer 684 to 800 
square feet of living space. This home generally has two bedrooms, one or two 
bathrooms, a kitchen, dining area and living room, and is delivered completely 
fitted out with appliances, carpeting, draperies, and furniture. A number of 
decorating themes are available, including Mediterranean, Oriental, French Pro
vincial, Old English, Early American, and contemporary. Prices of 12-foot mobile 
homes normally range from $6,000 to $8,000. 

2. Expandables. The expandable mobile home features a room section, usually 6 
x 10 feet, that is stored in the interior of the structure when it is being trans
ported to a new location. After the mobile home has been sited, the room can be 
telescoped out so that it adds approximately 6 feet to the width of the living 
room or bedroom. When the section is pulled out, the home is L-shaped. Some 
homes have two or more expandable sections, and may resemble an "F." Prices of 
expandables range from $4,000 to $9,000. 

3. Double-wide Homes. The double-wide home is composed of two 10-foot or 12-
foot wide sections independently transported to the site, and, once there, the 
two are joined together to form a home of 20 or 24 feet in width by as much as 
70 feet in length. The double-wide normally has three bedrooms, one or two bath
rooms, a kitchen, dining room and living room. Many double-wides have a utility 
room, as well. 

If the double-wide is placed on a permanent foundation, it is called a sectional 
home. Unlike ordinary double wides, sectionals cannot be transported on their 
own undercarriages, but rather are moved on a truck or rail flatbed, and then 
placed on permanent foundations in compliance with local building codes. Double
wides are priced from $8,000 to $15,000. 

95 per cent of the mobile homes sold today are completely furnished with a furnace, 
water heater, range and refrigerator. Optional equipment, such as dishwashers, 
garbage disposals, central air conditioning units, washers and dryers, intercoms, 
and built-in stereos, are available at extra cost. 

G. Disadvantages of Mobile Homes 

Although the mobile home has much to recommend it, it likewise has a number of 
significant drawbacks when compared to conventional housing. Chief among these 
is the mobile home's relatively high rate of depreciation, which is not at all 
competitive with typical single-family homes. 

The typical mobile home depreciates 20 per cent after one year, and at the rate 
of 5 to 10 per cent in each succeeding year. This means that a $7,000 home usual
ly is worth no more than $3,500 five years after it was purchased. By contrast, 
the owner of a single-family home would not expect his residence to depreciate 
more than a total of 10 per cent in five years--and it is likely that inflation, 
together with the improvements the owner has made, will make the market value of 
the home more than he originally paid. On the other hand, the mobile home owner 
will be faced with the prospect of selling his dwelling like an automobile (and 
probably at a substantial loss) or wearing it out. 

From a total-cost standpoint, price comparisons between mobile and conventional 
homes can be deceiving unless they are made with all of the facts in hand. It is 
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true that a good, new mobile home will cost as little as $6,000, furnished, and 
that a conventional home will run $13,000 or more. But it must be borne in mind 
that, unlike the price of a new conventional house, the price of a mobile home 
does not include the cost of the land, land improvements, utility hookups, foun
dation, title search, closing costs, and other expense items. It is impossible 
to compare costs (and values) without considering all of these factors. 

The mobile home also is subject to certain financing handicaps which the con
ventional home ordinarily need not face. The typical conventional home owner 
presently will pay 8 to 9 per cent interest on a new mortgage. Mobile homes, 
however, generally are financed by consumer-type loans with add-ons interest, 
so that the effective interest rate is much higher. Under this kind of arrange
ment, a person borrowing $6,000 at a low 7% for seven years (the typical loan 
period for mobile homes) actually signs a note for $8,940 ($6,000 plus $2,940 in 
interest), which is 14% in simple interest. 

From an insurance point of view, mobile homes are a delicate risk. Strong winds 
can send them rolling end-over-end; heavy hail can pockmark their smooth alumi
num skins. Flood waters can set mobile homes afloat, and a flash fire can gut 
their interiors in a matter of minutes. Yet, despite these drawbacks, insurance 
protection for mobile homes has grown over the years, both in the number of mobile 
homes insured and in the scope of coverage provided. 

Other drawbacks to mobile homes include the lack of good parks and the shortage 
of storage space even in larger units. Another, non-physical drawback is the 
social discrimination against mobile horne dwellers which emanates from people in 
the community living in conventional housing. Occupants of mobile horne parks 
tend to be overlooked, or even ignored outright, by people in the general com
munity; and, more importantly, park residents "feel" that they are being shunned. 

Many mobile horne dwellers feel that residents of the community at large look upon 
them as "transients" or as second-class citizens. This feeling is quite pronounced 
in many areas, but it is particularly hard of mobilists who have been long-time 
residents of the same state and who have moved to the park from conventional hous
ing in the same general community. The sense of not belonging is less common, 
however, in the south and west, where many mobile horne residents are much more

12 likely to be lifetime residents of the community in which the park is located. 

H. Image Problems of the Mobile Horne Industry 

One of the major objectives of mobile home manufacturers has been to gain accep
tance of the mobile home as a legitimate and desirable form of housing. Progress 
in this area has been substantial; nevertheless, the industry continues to be 
faced with the persistent and widespread image, held by many governmental offi
cials and private individuals alike, of the mobile home dweller as a gypsy with 
a "tin can on wheels," who follows the sun, the crops, or his relatives. 

It is quite true that a number of "trailer camps" still exist. 13 However--and 
though some of the o?position to mobile homes is based on factual evidence--in 

12 Lyle E. Schaller, "Mobile Homes: Low Cost Housing For Cities?," Mayor 
and Manager, November, 1968 (5811 Dempster Street, Morton Grove, Illinois 60053). 

13 In fact, a full 13,000 of the nation's present 22,000+ mobile horne parks 
can accommodate no more than 10 units each, which makes them obsolete per se in 
the opinion of many professionals in the field. 
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all fairness it must be said that much of the opposition to them stems from the 
national human proclivity to resist "change," or "the unusual." As planner Fred 
Bair has observed: 

"There is nothing new about this . Indians didn't welcome the colonists, 
farmers didn't want things disrupted by city folk, and the typical single
family detached urbanite continues the tradition. He doesn't want any
where near him (say within three miles), even a patch of medium to high 
density development. He has moved relatively recently into the subdivi
sion created from the farm, and this is where change must cease. The 
later his arrival

i 
the more adamant his opposition to further evolution 

is likely to be." 4 

The disinclination of residents of established communities to welcome the appear
ance of mobile homes in their neighborhoods is heightened by the obvious dissimi
larities between mobile units and conventional single-family residences. However, 
differences between the two species now are much less pronounced than they once 
were, as a result of advances made in the design of mobile structures. Reacting 
to complaints that mobile homes look like ugly, flat-roofed boxcars made of sheet 
metal, manufacturers have begun to experiment with wood siding and other attrac
tive materials. Also, many mobile homes now have pitched roofs, and even mansard 
roofs; and there is the present trend toward "double-wides"--two l2-foot wide 
sections set side by side, with a pitched roof over both sections. 

Another stigma borne by mobile homes stems from the common perception of the 
mobile home park as a place in which row after row of drab, crammed-together 
units march together in complete monotony. This view is reinforced by the 
continued existence of trailer parks that were improved under a level of 
density-per-acre often triple that permitted for residential space in the 
lowest zoning classifications. The net effect is a highly-concentrated 
group of people so fixed that the cost and burden of servicing them is dis
proportionately high. 

The blame for jammed-together mobile home areas cannot be placed entirely with 
profit-oriented park developers. Zoning and other locational restrictions have 
contributed, too, by relegating mobile home parks to commercial, industrial, and 
similarly nonresidential areas. 

Today, the application of liberalized zoning and other commonsense land use con
trols is playing a major part in the eclipse of overcrowded mobile home parks. 
Density factors are declining from 15 units to the acre, which was the norm years 
ago, to an average density of 7 to 9 units per acre today. Regimentation of de
sign in old grid patterns now is becoming passe, and in its place are attractive, 
curvilinear-:designea parks with open-space landscaping .. 

Much of the credit for the mobile home park renaissance can be attributed to the 
Mobile Homes Manufacturers Association. Through its Land Development Division, 
the M.H.M.A. offers a complete spectrum of consultative services, concerning one 
small aspect of park design all the way to doing all of the detailed planning 
necessary for a complete park. In 1969, approximately one-hal f of all homesites 

14 Frederick H. Bair, Jr., "Mobile Homes: Many Questions, Some Answers," 
Nation's Cities, August, 1965 (National League of Cities, 1612 K Street, N.W., 
Washington , D. C. 20006). 
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developed for mobile home parks were planned by M.H.M.A. specialists. 

The M.H.M.A. long ago began a nationwide drive to encourage the adoption of uni
form zoning ordinances to regulate the orderly development of mobile home parks; 
and, in this connection, the Association has developed a sample zoning ordinance 
designed to induce city councils to accept mobile homes into local housing areas. 
The M.H.M.A. also will help local officials rewrite existing regulations, where 
appropriate. 

Incidentally, the M.H.M.A. zoning ordinance recommends a m~n~mum of 6,000 square 
feet of land for each mobile unit (the minimum is suggested as an average-per
unit, rather than as a per-unit lot size) since the average mobile home occupies 
700 square feet, the M.H.M.A. standard would seem to be more than sufficient to 
discourage overcrowding within parks. 

Financial advice to park owners, the development of better park programs and im
proved mobile home construction standards, an educational program geared to both 
mobile home dealers and park operators, and advertising and promotion--all of 
these elements are included in the M.H.M.A. effort to improve the image of mobile 
homes and park developments. Apparently, these programs have had some success, 
for, as one M.H.M.A. spokesman observed: 

"In 1967, we had a 40% batting average with planning commissions; in 
1969, rulings ran 75% to 80% in our favor." 

I. Mobile Homes And The Housing Crisis 

The conventional housing industry has suffered from a series of declines during 
the past decade, and 1969 was a particularly poor year. 1969 housing starts 
reached only an estimated 1.5 million, which was substantially less than the 
2.5 million said to be necessary to meet the nation's annual needs--and 1970 
conventional home starts are expected to be 15% less than in 1969. 

A number of factors are responsible for the misfortunes of conventional home 
builders. Mortgage rates are high (8 and 9 per cent), real estate taxes are 
steadily rising (up by 50% in many areas since 1960), and the cost of land has 
nearly tripled since 1950. Wage scales in the building trades have increased 
22% since 1964, and the cost of building materials has increased by 11.5% during 
the same time. In 1969 alone, homebuilders' construction costs rose by 6.5%. 

Homebuilders can continue to produce houses under these conditions, but finding 
buyers is quite another matter. Present costs make the ownership of a conven
tional home extremely difficult for many middle-class Americans, and a virtual 
impossibility for lower-income families. 

Builders are trying to solve the cost dilemma by erecting various types of clus
ter and multiple family dwellings (e.g., apartments, townhousI~' condominiums) 
for which overall construction costs are much lower per unit. 

15 The movement of builders toward multiple-family dwellings is well reflect
ed in Texas. Within the past five years, the number of permits issued in Texas for 
single-family homes has declined by more than 20% (38,370 units in 1965, versus 
30,066 in 1969); whereas permits for apartment units increased by more than 100% 
during the same time (21,233 in 1965 versus 58,439 in 1969). See Graham Blackstock, 
"Construction: Mobile Homes In The Housing Crisis," op. cit. 
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These efforts have been moderately successful; however, more economical answers to 
the national housing crisis are being found in two entirely different areas--mobile 
homes and modular homes. 

While construction costs in the conventional home industry have continued to rise 
steadily year after year, mobile home manufacturers actually have found it possible 
to reduce their costs over time. In 1958, the cost of constructing a typical mobill 
home averaged about $10.50 per square foot; 
however, with the advent of refined manu
facturing techniques and volume buying, the 
per-foot cost has been steadily reduced to 
a current level of approximately $8.75-
roughly a 15% reduction. 16 Per-foot manu
facturing costs are expected to decrease 
even further, as assembly lines reach top 
efficiency. 

The typical mobile home offers approximately 
700 square feet of living space for an aver
age of $8.75 per square foot, which means 
that a new three-bedroom house can be made 
available for well under $10,000. Based on 
the rule of thumb of 2-1/2 times family 
income, a family with an income of $3,000 
or so can have quality housing. 

Over a relatively short span of time, the 
mobile home has begun to dominate the low
cost housing market. As recently as 1964, 
mobile homes accounted for 35% of all under 
$10,000 housing produced in the United 
States. By 1967, they accounted for 75% 
of all units under $12,500, and by 1969, 
90% of all single-family homes under 
$15,000 were mobile homes. 

In addition to its relatively low cost, the 
mobile home's versatility makes it suitable 
for special uses that cannot be easily ac
commodated through conventional housing. 
For example, in Chicago, Atlanta, and other 
cities, mobile homes are providing "instant" 
interim housing for the displaced tenants 
of dilapidated apartments being rehabilitat
ed. And in time of natural disaster, 
mobile homes have been used to meet the 
shelter needs of persons whose dwellings 
were ruined by tornados, hurricanes, or 
floods. In Corpus Christi, Lubbock, and 
Biloxi, for example, housing was quickly 
furnished by mobile homes rushed into 
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these areas. 

The low cost of mobile homes is tied, of course, to mass production of a type very 
similar to the assembly lines of Detroit. The experiences of mobile home produc
ers have demonstrated that this approach is not limited just to mobile units; and, 
while mobile home production and sales reach new highs, the industry now is turn
ing its manufacturing techniques to solving the nation's housing problems. Manu
facturers are adapting mobile home production techniques to the needs of center
city housing, and it is being found that mobile units--or "modules" can be used 
to build townhouses, row houses, and even high-rise buildings. The mobile home 
thus is becoming the modular home. 

A modular house is simply a structure built in sections, or "modules." The height 
of the module generally is 10 feet, and its width 12 feet. The normal length var
ies, though it is 60 feet in most cases. 

Modules arrive at the home site completely equipped with electrical wlrlng, all 
plumbing and plumbing units, heating and air conditioning units, standard appli
ances, finished exteriors--including roofing, and interiors which are finished 
and decorated. The consumer buys as many, or few, modules as he requires. These 
can be stacked or grouped in any number of ways to make a single home or duplex, 
townhouses, and even apartment dwellings. 

Speed of production is perhaps the greatest advantage of the modular house. Modu
les can be manufactured in 15 to 30 days, carried to the site, and erected in 10 
days or less. In some of the larger and more efficient factories, mobile home 
chassis move down the assembly line at the rate of a 5-room unit (completely 
furnished) every twenty minutes. 

Cost is another important factor. Modular homes can be produced for about one
half the cost of conventional homes, due to the repetition of patterns and pro
cedures, the economical use of materials (and minimum waste), and decreased in
terest costs as a result of the short commitment of funds during the brief con
struction period. 

Encouraged by federal, state and local housing officials, the mobile home indus
try is now producing modular housing for low and moderate-income families, and 
producing it at a profit. 17 Operation Breakthrough, particularly , probably has 
drawn many companies into industrialized housing a few years before they might 
normally have made the move. 

The Mobile Homes Manufacturers Association reports that 12 of its members, with 
plants already in production, are offering modular s ys tems for standard-type 
housing. In addition, 16 M.H.M.A. members have upgraded their mobile homes to 
meet the requirements of FHA home mortgage insurance, in effect converting their 
mobile homes to industrially produced standard homes. On the other side, the 
Home Manufacturers Association lists 45 of its member firms which are producing 
and marketing totally factory-built modular homes and apartments. 

17 It is estimated that the 1969 production of "manufactured" homes--a species 
within which the modular home normally is included--totalled approximately 260,000 
units. 
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In the last analysis, the manufacture of units in high volume and at moderate cost 
is only one facet of the total problem, and the mass-housing industry may find 
that its most critical task lies in winning local acceptance of its product. 
Progress already has been made in overcoming zoning, building codes, union re
strictions and other barriers to factory-built housing. Six states, for example, 
already have enacted statewide factory-built housing codes, and a number of others 
are considering similar measures. 

In Texas, problems which previously arose with respect to the application of con
struction standards to mobile homes have been largely resolved. The 1969 Texas 
Legislature enacted Article 552l(f), "Uniform Standards For Mobile Homes," which 
requires that all mobile homes manufactured and/or offered for sale in the State 
after March 1, 1970 conform to the plumbing, heating, and electrical standards 
set forth in the "Standard For Mobile Homes" promulgated by the United States of 
America Standards Institute. 

The regulation of modular and other forms of pre-manufactured housing, however, 
still is an open question at the present time. A number of different agencies 
and individuals have taken the matter under advisement, and it is possible that 
a state-level regulatory program may emerge from the 1971 Texas legislative ses
sion. 
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II. THE TAXATION OF MOBILE HOMES 

A. Legal Aspects of Mobile Home Taxation 

Prior to September 1, 1969, mobile homes, being in the nature of chattels, i.e., 
items of movable tangible property, were included in the statutory definitions 
of personal propertyl and were thereby always taxable to the owner as personalty. 
An exception, to be discussed later, did exist where chattels lost their character 
as personalty and became a part of real property and were thereby legally taxable 
as realty. However, a significant development in the assessment of mobile homes 
has resulted from the passage of House Bill No. 1133 by the 6lst Legislature of 
the State of Texas which became effective September 1, 1969. The provisions of 
this bill will be applicable to the assessment of mobile homes for the tax year 
beginning January 1, 1970. House Bill No. 1133 amended Article 7146 of Title 
122, Revised Civil Statutes of Texas, which provides the statutory definition 
of real property for purposes of taxation. Such definition now includes mobile 
homes and provides for their assessment as realty in certain particular circum
stances. 

Since the effective date of House Bill No. 1133, Article 7146, Revised Civil 
Statutes of Texas, now reads as follows: 

Article 7146. Real Property. 

Real property for the purpose of taxation, shall be construed to 
include the land itself, whether laid out in town lots or otherwise 
and all buildings, structures and improvements, or other fixtures 
of whatsoever kind thereon, and all the rights and privileges be
longing or in anywise appertaining thereto, and all mines, minerals, 
quarries and fossils in and under the same, and forms of housing 
adaptable to motivation by a power connected thereto commonly call
ed 'trailer' or 'mobile homes,' which are or can be used for resi
dential, business, commercial, or office purposes, except those 
located within the boundaries of an assessing unit for less than 
60 days or unoccupied and for sale. The value of any trailer or 
mobile home shall not be included in the assessment of the land on 
which it is located, unless both the land and the trailer or mobile 
home are owned by the same person. If the owner of the trailer or 
mobile home is not the owner of the land, the trailer or mobile 
home shall be rendered for taxation separately from the land and 
taxes assessed shall be a liability of the owner of the trailer or 
mobile home, and not a liability of the landowner. Land on which 
a trailer or mobile home is located shall not be subject to execu
tion for the collection of taxes assessed against a trailer or 
mobile home unless both are owned by the same person. 

*Reproduced with permission from Proceedings of the Eleventh Institute For Tax 
Assessors (Institute of Public Affairs, Austin, 1969). 

1 Revised Civil Statutes of Texas, art. 7147. 
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From reading Ar t icle 7146, as amended, it can readily be determined that certain 
facts must exist before a mobile home may be assessed as real property. Other 
wise the mobile home will remain an item of tangible personal property and must 
be assessed as personalty. 

Now let me analyze the provisions of Article 7146, as amended, to attempt to 
determine what mobile homes are and what fac ts must exist for such mobile homes 
to be assessed as real property. However, please remember that there is no case 
law construing the provisions of the amendment, and therefore the writer must 
necessarily draw conclusions and extend his opinions in making such determina
tions, which I am sure will in many instances differ from the determinations 
which have been made by others. 

In construing statutes it is a cardinal rule to ascertain legislative intent and 
give effect to every expressed declaration thereof;2 and where there is nothing 
to indicate that the legislature did not intend exactly what it said, its langu-
age is to be literally construed. 3 . 

What are Mobile Homes? 

Except in general terms, the amendment does not define mobile homes or trailers. 
They are defined only as forms of housing adaptable to motivation by a power 
connected thereto which are or can be used for residential, business, commercial 
or office purposes . . The word "adaptable" indicates suitability or readiness, and 
the word "trailer" means something that trails and is pulled. Therefore, as used 
in the amendment, a mobile home would be a highway vehicle designed to be readily 
pulled or hauled by another source of power which is suitable for residential, 
business, commercial or office purposes. However, it should be noted that the 
trailer does not have to be used for the enumerated purposes; it is sufficient if 
it is capable of being used for such purpose to come within the meaning of the 
definition. I believe this general definition would exclude those forms of ve
hicles designed for temporary residential use which contain their own sources of 
power for motivation purposes, such as pickup campers, converted buses and trucks, 
and motor vehicles designed especially for camping purposes. 

W~at Mobile Homes are Included in the Definition of Real Property? 

Insofar as applicable to mobile homes, Article 7146 provides: 

Real property for the purpose of taxation shall include the land 
itself ... and forms of housing adaptable to motivation by a power 
connected thereto commonly called 'trailers' or 'mobile homes' 
which are or can be used for residential, business, commercial or 
office purposes, except those located within the boundaries of an 
assessing unit for less than 60 days or unoccupied and for sale. 

2 City or Irving v. Dallas County Flood Control District, 383 S.W. 2d 571 
(1964) . 

3 Trimmier v. Carlton, 264 S.W. 253 (Tex. Civ. App., 1924). 
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This is a general declaration of intent stating the mobile homes which are to be 
included in the definition of real property. However, the Legislature must have 
intended to limit the extent of this provision because o f the positive limitations 
they placed on it by the explicit qualifying provisions contained in the latter 
part of the amendment which reads: 

... The value of any trailer or mobile home shall not be included in 
the assessment of the land on which it is located unless both the 
land and trailer or mobile home are owned by the same person. If the 
owner of the trailer or mobile home is not the owner of the land the 
trailer or mobile home shall be rendered for taxation separately from 
the land and taxes assessed shall be a liability of the owner of the 
trailer or mobile home and not a liability of the landowner. Land on 
which a trailer or mobile home is located shall not be subject to 
execution for the collection of taxes against a trailer or mobile 
home unless both are owned by the same person. (Emphasis added) 

The foregoing provisions are susceptible of but one meaning: the Legislature 
intended the fact that common ownership of the land and mobile home must exist 
for such mobile home to be included in the definition of real property which 
would authorize its value to be included in the assessment of real property. The 
literal wording of this portion of the amendment gives a clear indication of such 
legislative intent, because it undoubtedly requires a mobile home to be separately 
rendered and assessed, places the liability for taxes assessed on the owner of 
the mobile home, and exempts the land from execution for collection of taxes as
sessed against the mobile home unless there is common ownership of the mobile 
home and the land on which it is located. 

Having concluded that there must be common ownership of the mobile home and the 
land on which it is situated to authorize its value being included in the assess
ment of the real property, unless such common ownership be a fact, the mobile 
home would necessarily retain its chattel character and thereby be assessed as 
personal property to its owner. Because there is generally a difference of owner 
ship, I think we may safely assume that virtually all mobile homes situated in 
trailer parks will be assessable as personal property to their respective owners 
if the same have a tax situs in the taxing districts in which they are situated. 

In addition to the foregoing qualifying provisions, Article 7146, as amended, 
also provides a specific exception which excludes mobile homes from the statu
tory definition of real property. Such exception is applicable to those situa
tions where there is common ownership of the land and mobile home and must neces
sarily be considered in determining their assessment as real or personal property. 
The specific exception reads: "except those located within the boundaries of an 
assessing unit for less than 60 days or unoccupied and for sale." 

In breaking down the sentence structure of the exception, note that it speaks of 
three conditions which are separated by the words "and" and "or." These condi
tions are less than 60 days , "or" unoccupied, "and" for sale. In statutory con
struction, words used therein are presumed to be used in the sense that they are 
ordinarily understood. 4 Ordinarily the words "and" and "or" are not interchangeable 

4 Calvert v. Austin Laundry and Dry Cleaning Co., 365 S.W. 2d 232 (Tex. Civ. 
App., 1963, error refused, n.r.4.). 
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terms, but on the contrary are used in the structure of language for purposes en
tirely variant , the former being strictly of a conjunctive, the latter of a dis
junctive nature. The word "and" may sometimes be construed to mean "or," but 
this construction is never resorted to except for strong reasons and the words 
should never be so construed unless the context favors the conversion in order 
to effectuate the manifest intention of the Legislature. 5 

As there is nothing visible in the context of the amendment which necessarily re
quires the conversion of the word "and" and "or" to effect the intention of the 
Legislature under the above stated rule of statutory construction, the exception 
provisions would be applicable in two totally different factual situations, each 
independent of the other. They are: 

(1) Those mobile homes located in a taxing district for less than 
60 days; and, 

(2) Those mobile homes which are unoccupied and for sale. 

The former situation concerns the minimum amount of time a mobile home must be 
within the taxing district before it may be included within the statutory de
finition of real property. All mobile homes that are within a taxing district 
for less than 60 days will retain their chattel character and may only be assess
ed as personal property. 

The latter situation concerns the factual status of any particular mobile home 
without regard to the amount of time such mobile home has been located in the 
taxing district. To come within this portion of the exception provided in the 
amendment, a mobile home must be both unoccupied and for sale. The presense of 
these conditions singularly is not sufficient to exclude a particular mobile 
home from the statutory definition of real property because these conditions are 
joined together by the literal wording of the amendment and each must be in exis
tence simultaneously to come within the exception. 

I think it important to understand this part of the exception, because I am sure 
that some assessors will be requested to assess a mobile home as personal prop
erty for the single reason of non-occupancy or its being offered for sale. Also, 
this portion of the exception will generally preclude the assessment as real 
property of those mobile homes and trailers which are owned or controlled by 
manuf acturers, wholesalers, and retailers since they are usually unoccupied and 
for sale . 

Thus, in summary, the statutory definition of real property includes mobile homes 
when all three of the following factual conditions are in existence: 

5 

(1) There is common ownership of the mobile home and the land on 
which it is located; and, 

(2) Such mobile home has been in the district for more than 60 days; 
and, 

(3) Such mobile home is either occupied or not offered for sale, or 
both. 

Board of Insurance Commissioners of Texas v. Guardian Life Insurance Co., 
180 S.W. 2d 906 (1944). 
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Fixtures 

Because Texas recognizes the law of fixtures, that subject must necessarily be 
considered and discussed. Regardless of the statutory provisions defining real 
or personal property, when any chattel becomes so permanently annexed to the land 
as to have become a part thereof, it may be properly assessed as a part of the 
realty. Such chattels are known as fixtures. As the courts have often observ
ed, the use and meaning of the term "fixture" has never been definitely fixed. 6 

There is no general rule that can be laid down which will apply in every case 
for determining whether certain property is a fixture. But there are certain 
helpful tests that, when applicable, will settle most questions. 7 The leading 
Texas c~se concerning the law relating to fixtures is Hutchins v. Masterson & 
Street. In that case the Texas Supreme Court set forth the true criteria for 
determining whether a chattel has lost its character as personalty and become a 
fixture. Such criteria include the following: 

(1) Has there been a real or constructive annexation of the article 
in question to the realty? 

(2) Was there a fitness or adaption of such article to the uses or 
purposes of the realty with which it is connected? 

(3) Was it the intention of the party making the annexation that the 
chattel should become a permanent accession to the freehold? This 
intention is inferred from the nature of the article, the relation 
and situation of the parties interested, the policy of law in re
spect thereto, the mode of annexation, and purpose or use for which 
the annexation is made. 

Of the three criteria, preeminence is to be given to the question of intention 
to make the article a permanent accession to the freehold, while the others are 
chiefly of value as evidence as to this intention. As a general rule, the ques
tion of whether or not a chattel has the status of a fixture is one of fact. 9 
However, to constitute a fixture effectively, it is essential that the chattel 
be annexed to the realty;lO it must be adaptable, appropriate, or necessary to 
the purposes and enjoyment of the realty to which it is attached;ll and the in
tention to make it a permanent annexation must appear affirmatively and plainly12 
by express declaration or be apparerit from the acts, declarations, and purposes 
to be served. 13 

error 

6 Hankey v. Cain, 6 S.W. (1887). 
7 Shamburger Lumber Co. v. Bredthaver, 62 S.W. 2d 603 (Tex.Civ.App. 1933), 
dismissed). 
8 Hutchins v. Masterson & Street, 46 Tex. 551 (1877). 

9 Missouri Pacific R. R. Co. v. Cullers, 17 S.W. 19 (1891). 

10 Mecca Fire Ins. Co. v. First State Bank, 135 S.W. 1083 (Tex.Civ.App. 
1911, dismissed w.o.j.). 

11 Jones v. Bull, 19 S.W. 1031 (1892). 
12 

Cole v. Roach, 37 Tex. 413. 
13 Citizens National Bank v. Elk Mfg. Co., 292 S.W. 1062 (Corom. of App. 1930). 
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Mobile homes or trailers may become fixtures and thereby be properly assessed as 
a part of the real pro1erty if the above discussed criteria are present. In the 
case of Clark v. Vitz, 4 a case concerning homesteads, a mobile horne was held to 
be a fixture because of the existence of the following facts: 

The owner placed the mobile horne on wooden blocks along side the 
house, connected to the house by electrical wiring, equipped the 
mobile horne with a desk, chairs, cot, shower, wash basin and water 
tank, planned to connect water service to the mobile horne, used the 
same as a den, office and library. 

The court held that under these circumstances the trailer had in effect been made 
a part of the house. 

On the other hand in the case of Gann V. Montgomery,15 another case concerning 
homestead, the court held that a mobile horne parked on land belonging to the 
owner's father with his permission and used as a horne by the owner, and nothing 
more, did not possess the characteristics of a permanent fixture attached to 
realty. 

As stated above, no general rule can be stated to determine whether a chattel has 
lost its character as personalty and become a part of the realty and you must 
make such determination from the particular facts concerning each case. 

Situs 

As a basic rule, no taxing district may exercise the power of taxation except as 
to property actually or constructively within its taxing jurisdiction, and this 
rule applies to counties and municipalities. 16 The constitution17 decrees that 
property shall be taxed in the county where it is situated. The expression 
"where situated" has a legal meaning identical with the word "situs," but it does 
not necessaril~ mean that all property is always taxed at the place of its physi
cal location. l The tax situs of a mobile horne will depend on its classifications 
as either real or personal property. 

Because of the permanent nature of real property, there is no problem of applying 
the general rule regarding tax situs to real property. The expression "where 
situated" used in the constitution and statutes means the place in which the real 
property has its actual physical location, and this is invariably its tax situs 
in law. 19 Therefore, all mobile homes which either corne within the statutory de
finition of real property or those which are fixtures will have a situs for tax 
purposes at the place of their physical location and are thereby taxable by all 
taxing districts within which such mobile homes are situated. 

14 Clark v. Vitz, 190 S.W. 2d 736 (Tex.Civ.App. 1945, writ refused). 
15 Gann v. Montgomery, 210 S.W. 2d 255 (Tex.Civ.App. 1948), writ ref. n.r.e.) 
16 

Great Southern Life Insurance Co. v. Austin, 243 S.W. 778 (1922). 
17 Texas Constitution, art. VIII, sec. 11. 

18 Great Southern Life Insurance Co. v. Austin, 243 S.W. 778 (L922). 
19 Ibid. 
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Mobile homes that retain that chattel character are i t ems of tangi ble personal 
property and ordinarily do not have a tax situs where they are physically locat
ed. Under common law the rule is: Movables follow t he person, meaning that all 
personal property, even if tangible, was considered to have i ts situs at the 
domicile of its owner. The courts of Texas have applied the common law rule in 
deciding the cases concerning tax situs of most personal property.20 Neverthe
less, when certain factual conditions ex ist, personal property may acquire a 
tax situs of its own in a place other than the domicile of its owner. In such 
instances the Texas courts have continually recognized and held that such tangi
ble personal property may be taxed by the jurisdiction where it is located. 
Personal property acquires a tax situs in a jurisdiction apart from the domicile 
of its owner if it is capable of having value, has an actual physical situs in 
such jurisdiction, and is kept there with sufficient permanency that it may be 
fairly regarded as being a part of the general mass of property within such 
jurisdiction. 2l 

Obviously, the courts do not construe the term "permanent" to mean absolutely · 
permanent, since movable property is seldom absolutely permanent. The question 
is whether or not the property is more or less permanent. 22 The term "perma
nency" as used in this connection does not convey the idea of the characteris
tics of the permanency of real estate. It merely involves the concept of being 
associated with the general mass of property as contrasted with a transient sta
tus and likelihood of being in one state today and another tomorrow. 23 

Thus, the above general rules and exceptions would be applicable to mobile homes 
which are characterized as personal property. Generally, they are taxable at the 
domicile of their respective owners unless they have acquired a tax situs of their 
own, and this will depend upon the factual situation in each case. But if such be 
the case, they will have a tax situs at the place where they are physically located. 

Domicile 

Because mobile homes will very often be characterized as personal property and a 
taxpayer's domicile often controls in fixing the taxable situs of personal pro
perty , I shall discuss this subject briefly. The term "domicile" in its legal 
signification means the place where a person has fixed his permanent home without 
any present intention of removing therefrom. 24 The elements of domicile are an 
actual residence and the intent to make it one's permanent home. 25 Although a 
person may have as many residences as he chooses 26 he can have but one legal 

20 First Trust Joint Stockland Bank of Chicago v. City of Dallas, 167 S.W . 
2d 783 (Tex .Civ.App 1943, error ref.). 

21 City of Dallas v. W. T. Overton, 363 S.W. 2d 821 (Tex.Civ.App. 1962, 
error ref. n.r.e.). 

22 
State v. Crown Pet. Corp., 252 S.W. 2d 457 (Tex.Civ.App. 1951, error ref.). 

23 City Bank Farmers Trust Co. v. Schnader, 293 U.S. 112, 55 S. Ct. 29, 
79 L. Ed. 228. 

1951, 

24 
Conner v. Chatman, 272 S.W. 2d 136 (Tex.Civ.App. 1954). 

25 Anderson v. Martin, 257 S.W. 2d 347 (Tex.Civ.App. 1953, error ref., n.r.e.). 

26 Texas Highway Dept. v. Kimble County, 239 S.W. 2d 831 (Tex.Civ.App. 
error ref., n.r.e.). 
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domici1e,27 and it is the domicile rather than the residence of a person which 
determines the tax situs of his personal property which has not acquired a tax 
situs of his own. 

Since mobile homes are capable of being owned by different classes of individuals 
and by business organizations, let us review the places of domicile of some sig
nificant individuals and business organizations. 

Married Women. It is ordinarily that of her husband,28 however, when the wife 
is deserted, abandoned, or separated from her husband, she may acquire a separate 
domicile of her choosing for herself and any children she takes withher. 29 

Incompetent Persons. Their domicile is fixed by the person appointed as guard
ian of the person of such incompetent. 30 However, the appointment of a guardian 
of such incompetent's property is distinguished from a guardian of his person as 
the appointment of a guardian of his person does not preclude an incompetent 
from changing his place of domicile. Incompetent and insane persons committed 
to mental institutions retain their domicile in the county in which they resided 
prior to their commitment in the absence of the appointment of a guardian of 
their person. 31 

Persons in the Armed Service. Their domicile remains the same as their original 
domicile at the time they entered the service. 32 Their taxable domicile is not 
changed by military assignment. 33 The right of taxation of personal property 
owned by servicemen is solely reserved to the state of original residence, re
gardless of whether or not that state exercises the right. 34 However, a service
man may change his domicile and acquire a new one and he may establish a new do
micile in the same manner as an ordinary person. 35 

Corporations. The domicile of domestic corporations is the home office of such 
corporations. 36 The domicile of foreign corporations is the principal place of 
business within the state. 37 In determining the principal place of business of 
a corporation, the courts give some weight to the actual location of management, 
location of employees, and the flow of transactions. 

27 
Conner v. Chatman, 272 S.W. 2d 136 (Tex.Civ.App. 1954). 

28 
Wood v. Wood, 320 S.W. 2d 807 (1959). 

29 
Worden v. Worden, 224 S.W. 2d 187 (1949). 

30 Ferguson v. Ferguson, 128 S.W. 632 (Tex.Civ.App. 1910, error ref.). 
31 Wilson v. Bearden, 59 S.W. 2d 214 (Tex.Civ.App. 1933, error ref.). 
32 28 U.S.C.A., Sec. 1257 (3). 

33 Damron v. Broadhead, 345 U.S. 322, 73 S. Ct. 721. 

34 Ibid. 

35 Robinson v. Robinson, 235 S.W. 2d 228 (Tex.Civ.App. 1951). 
36 Texas Land & Cattle Co. v. City of Ft. Worth, 73 S.W. 2d 860 (Tex. 

Civ.App., error ref.). 
37 Greyhound Lines Inc. v. Board of Equalization, 419 S.W. 2d 345 

(1967) . 
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Since the proper ass e ssment of mobile homes will always depend on the particular 
facts and circumstances involved in each case, may I suggest the foregoing re
marks be merely used as guidelines to obtain the inf ormation necessary to help 
you render an intelligent decision as whether a particular mobile home should be 
assessed as real or personal property, and if personal property, whether it is 
taxable by your tax ing district. 

B. ASSESSMENT OF MOBILE HOMES 

Mobile homes constitute a growing industry which will make many taxing districts 
stop and take a second look. Published information shows that mobile home sales 
for the first eight months of 1969 increased 34.21 per cent over the same period 
in the previous year. In the past, the assessment of mobile homes has been over
looked by many of the taxing districts because of the small amount of taxable 
value they produce. The trend toward mobile homes as permanent homes has changed 
these conditions and now these homes provide a substantial increase to many tax 
rolls. 

The assessment of mobile homes, while not the most difficult of all personal pro
perty to assess , does present some problems. The percentage of collection on 
mobile horne assessments in my own district has been low in comparison with rea~ 
estate and other personal property. This is due primarily to their mobile nature 
and the lack of annual registration or licensing. In the past, most owners of 
mobile homes were transients and remained in the taxing district only a short 
time. In most cases mobile homes are taxable to the owner as personal property 
in the district where located on January 1st. The assessment of mobile homes 
consists of discovering, listing, and valuing the property for taxation, and 
will be discussed here in that specific order. 

Discovery of the Property 

Trailer Parks . In my taxing jurisdiction, a survey is made of all trailer parks 
as soon after January 1st as possible. The appraiser contacts the park owner for 
an appointment to work with him. This is done for the purpose of updating our 
previous year's listing. We find that these owners are generally willing to work 
with our office. Working with the park owner has its advantages, as he can tell 
from hi s records who has moved out of the park, the date they moved, and in most 
instances whether they moved to another park or out of town. If a trailer was 
moved to another park, the records are so noted, and the appraiser will be fore
warned to look for this trailer when working the other parks. If the mobile home 
was moved out of town, in most cases a forwarding address will be available which 
is most beneficial for the legal department in the collection of delinquent taxes. 
The park owner's records will also show the name of the new arrivals in the park, 
the date they arrived, and their lot number. 

After completing this phase of the work, the appraiser will than recheck the en
tire park. Every mobile horne on the previous year's list is checked for diffe
rences which may cause a change in the current year's assessment. For new arri
vals to the park, an effort is made to contact the owner for the purpose of get
ting the necessary information on which the assessment is based. If no one is 
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at home, our form letter38 and trailer information form39 is left for the owner 
to fill out and mail to our department. While we are there, we measure the 
trailer length and estimate the year model. This information is used in the 
event the assessment must be made without benefit of the information contained 
in the forms. 

Building Permits . Before a mobile home can be moved onto a lot and used as liv
ing quarters, the building code requires that all the necessary utilities be in 
place. This applies only to mobile homes that will be used as homes. Travel 
trailers can be stored anywhere when not in use. A permit is required before 
additions can be made to any mobile home. For this, the real estate appraisers 
use a form for the appraisal of improvements to be charged as personal property 
located with or attached to house trailers. 40 After the appraisal is made of 
the improvements by the real estate section, it is turned over to the personal 
property section to be included in the assessed value of the trailer. A copy 
of all permits issued by the Building Inspection Department is turned over to 
the Tax Department. The importance of the building permits in the discovery of 
mobile homes is therefore significant. 

Field Survey. Except for building permits, district-wide searches or surveys 
are about the only tool available for discovering mobile homes not located in 
trailer parks. Both real and personal property appraisers are instructed to be 
on the alert at all times for mobile homes and to make a note of their location. 
These notes are transmitted to the personal property division of the Tax Depart
ment. Since building permits are not required for property outside the city 
limits but still within the taxing jurisdiction, the ·field survey is the only 
means available to the assessor for the discovery of mobile homes in this area. 
Appraisers must cover this entire area each year, searching for new construction, 
additions to previously assessed property, and any other changes that would have 
a bearing on the value. In the course of this work, all mobile homes which are 
discovered are reported to the personal property division together with the ap
propriate parcel identification number for the real property. The parcel num
bers are then checked with the real property records for the owner of the pro
perty and his mailing address. A form letter4l and a trailer information form42 

are mailed to the property owner where the trailer is located. If this form i~ 
returned and lists an owner other than the property owner, forms are then sent 
to proper owner for completion. 

Registration Records. This source of information is not useful in the discovery 
of the larger mobile homes since they usually remain in one place indefinitely, 
and registration is not necessary. For the discovery of the travel trailers, 
registration is an effective tool. Since travel trailers are used mostly for 
pleasure, they are on the highways throughout the year. Therefore, they must be 

38 A sample form letter of explanation is provided in Exhibit 1. 
39 A sample form for listing the trailer information requested on trailer 

parks is provided in Exhibit 2. 

40 A sample form for the appraisal of improvements to be charged as per
sonal property located with or attached to house trailers is provided in 
Exhibit 3. 

41 A sample form letter of explanation is provided in Exhibit 4. 

42 A sample form for listing the trailer information requested on trailers 
located in the school district is provided in Exhibit 5. 
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licensed yearly. License receipts on travel trailers are obtained each year from 
the county assessor's office. The owner's name shown on the license receipt is 
checked against our previous year's list of trailer owners. If the owner's name 
does not appear on this list, forms are mailed to the owner to be filled out and 
returned to the Tax Office. If the forms are not returned, the appraiser will 
then make an assessment of the trailer based on the information shown on the re
gistration receipts. 

Other Sources: The other sources of discovery, such as aerial photographs, daily 
court report, and tips from other mobile home owners, are not the most productive 
but they are used to some extent in locating individual mobile homes. 

Listing the Assessment Information 

It is important that you keep a record of all taxable mobile homes discovered be
cause the assessed value is determined from the data shown on this form. The as
sessment information forms for mobile homes located on property throughout the 
district are placed in folders and filed alphabeticallyo The real estate parcel 
numbers are shown on all the assessment information forms for all mobile homes 
other than those located in trailer parks. We have found this to be very useful 
in locating the mobile home for the next year's inspection. As might be expected 
in rural areas, there are many roads and lanes without names, therefore, this 
method of identification works well. When the new act amending Article 7146, 
Revised Civil Statutes of Texas becomes effective and some mobile homes will be 
taxable as real property, we are going to record the parcel numbers on all the 
assessment information forms for mobile homes that are not located in trailer 
parks. A cross reference file will be maintained so we will know which trailers 
have been charged as real property. A separate folder is prepared for each trail
er park in which all the assessment information forms are kept together and are 
arranged in lot order. 

Appraisal Procedure 

With two of the assessment functions completed, the assessor now begins the task 
of making an appraisal of the property, being careful that the method used will 
be equal and uniform and that the end results do not exceed market value. It 
would seem that the most practical method of accomplishing this and utilizing 
mass appraisal techniques would incorporate a sales comparison method. Publish
ed information of selling prices are checked against local market conditions to 
avoid development of data that are too general in scope. There are two steps in
volved in making the appraisal. First, the correlation of the value information 
from the forms, and second, development of unit cost schedules suitable for valu
ing the property by mass appraisal techniques. 

Since we are concerned with the value of the property as of the assessment dat e , 
usually January 1st, the data should be that which is effective for this specific 
time. The single most significant source of value information available for the 
valuation of mobile homes is contained in the publication Official Mobile Home 
Market Report. This publication is compiled three times a year, January, May, 
and September, and the issue closest to the assessment date should be usedo It 
cites the cash value for most makes and models of mobile homes and travel trail
ers by three separate zones. The publication may be acquired for $8.00 at the 
following address: 
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Official Mobile Home Market Report 
469 East Ohio Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 

From this publication, a schedule of values by trailer length may be developed. 
Again, it is necessary to test or check the values incorporated in the schedules 
against local market conditions for a specific taxing jurisdiction. The cash 
values shown in the guide for used mobile homes are reported at 75 per cent and 
must be adjusted to 100 per cent to reflect its true cash value. 

A copy of a mobile home schedule43 is provided, and the figures shown represent 
100 per cent market value. By applying the appropriate assessment ratio to these 
figures, the majority of mobile homes located in the district can be equitably 
assessed. This schedule of values cannot be used for the more elaborate and ex
pensive mobile homes such as double wide and expansibles. Therefore, these will 
have to be assessed individually. The average cost figures shown on this sche
dule were determined by averaging all of the retail selling prices together in 
each group according to the length. For example, all sixty foot trailer costs 
ranged from a low of $4,000 to a high of $8,000 which results in an average cost 
of $6,000. 

The values incorporated in this schedule for all year models are developed by 
using a five-year life expectancy and declining balance depreciation method. 
Again, the results by adopting a fixed method of depreciation are appropriate 
only after sufficient testing and checking with values in the guide or prevail
ing in the local market. 

43 A mobile home schedule of market values is provided in Exhibit 6. 
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To Owners of Trailer Houses: 

The City of and Independent School District 
are gathering data relative to the assessment of all trailers for ad val
orem tax purposes. Under statutes of the State of Texas, all personal 
property, unless specifically exempt, is taxable. Trailers of all types 
are legally classified as personal property, the same as automobiles and 
trucks. 

Such personal property located in the City of on January 1st 
is taxable for that year. The Statutes provide that property temporarily 
removed for any purpose shall be taxed on the same basis as if it had not 
been removed. 

Your trailer will be placed on the tax roll for the year 19 ___ if it is 
legally taxable and you will be mailed a statement on or about October 
1st when taxes become due. 

Assessed values will be determined from a study of trailer costs. The 
owner's cost, less depreciation for age and condition, will be a factor 
in its determination. 

It is the intent and purpose of the Tax Department to place a fair, rea
sonable and equitable value on your trailer. We can do this only if we 
have the necessary information. We solicit your cooperation in complet
ing the enclosed blank in its entirety and returning it to this office. 

Very truly yours, 

Tax Assessor-Collector 

Exhibit 1 
Sample Form 

Request For Mobile Home Information 
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CITY OF ____ _ 
and 

INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT 
TAX DEPARTMENT 

Name of Trailer Park _______________________ _ 

Address ________________________________ _ Telephone No. 

Operator ________________________________ __ 

MOBILE HOME OWNER 

Owner ________________________________________ __ 

Business Address ___________________________ _ 

Lot No. Date of Arrival in City ______________________ _ 

Telephone No. Date Registered in Park ______________ _ 

MOBILE HOME 

Make _________________ _ Year-Model ______________ _ Title No. 

Co lor ____________ _ Body Length ____________ _ Serial No. 

License No. Year Shown on License ______ _ S ta te ________ _ 

Year Trailer Purchased _____________ _ New _________ _ Used _______ _ 

Furnished _______________ __ Unfurnished 

Owner's Cos t _________________ _ Single ______________ _ Tandem ________ _ 

NOTES: 

YEAR 1st Ck. 2nd Ck. Assessed YEAB 1st Ck . 2nd Ck . 

Exhibit 2 
Sample Form 

Assessed 

Mobile Home Information Form 
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YEAR 1st Ck . 2nd Ck . Assessed 



Owner _________________________ __ 

Street Address ___________________ __ 

Parcel Number ____________________ __ 

Replacement Value New of Improvements 

Building Value 

Storage Value 

Fence Value 

Concrete Slab Value 

Canopy Value 

Other ________ __ 

TOTAL VALUE: 

Date of Appraisal: By: 

Exhibit 3 
Sample Form 

Appraisal of Improvements To Be Charged As Personal 
Property Located With Or Attached To Mobile Homes 
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Parcel Number 

Re: Request for Information on the Mobile 
Home Located on Your Property In The 

Independent School District 

Dear Property Owner: 

The City of and Independent School District are 
gathering data relative to the assessment of all trailers for ad val
orem tax purposes. Under statutes of the State of Texas, all personal 
property, unless specifically exempt, is taxable. Trailers of all typ
es are legally classified as personal property, the same as automobiles 
and trucks. Such personal property located in the City of ____________ _ 
or the Independent School District on January 1st is tax
able for that year. The statutes provide that property temporarily re
moved for any purpose shall be taxed on the same basis as if it had not 
been removed. 

Since this trailer is located in the Independent School Dist-
rict and not in the city limits of , you will be billed for 
school taxes only. Your trailer will be placed on the tax roll for the 
year 19 ___ if it is legally taxable and you will be mailed a statement 
on or about October 1st when taxes become due. 

Assessed values will be determined from a study of trailer costs. The 
owner's cost, l ess depreciation for age and condition, will be a factor 
in its determination. It is the duty of the tax assessor to place an 
equitable value on your trailer. We can do this only if we have the 
necessary information from you as provided in rendition law. 

Please complete the enclosed form if this trailer is owned by you. If 
not owned by you, please give us the owner's name and mailing address so 
we can send the forms to be fi lled out. 

Mail completed forms or owner's name to the City of ____________ __ 
Department, P. O. Box _____ , , Texas 

Very truly yours, 

Tax Assessor-Collector 

Exhibit 4 
Sample Form 

Request For Mobile Home Information 
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CITY OF ____ _ 
and 

INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT 
TAX DEPARTMENT 

Parcel Number __ _ 

Address Where Home is Kept: 

MOBILE HOME OWNER 

Owner: 

Residence Address: Telephone No. __ _ 

Business Address: Telephone No. __ _ 

Date Owner Purchased Mobile Home: 

MOBILE HOME 

Make Year-Model Title No. --------------
Color Body Length Serial No. --------
License No. Year Shown on License State ------
Year Trailer Purchased New Used ------
Furnished _______ _ Unfurnished _________ _ 

Owner's Cost -------- Single _______ _ Tandem _____ __ 

NOTES: 

YEAR Is t Ck. 2nd Ck. Assessed YEAR 1st Ck. 2nd Ck. 

Exhibit 5 
Sample Form 

Assessed 

Mobile Home Information Form 
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W 
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13 Feet 
11 .. 
15 " 
l G " 
17 " 
1& " 
19 " 
20 " 
21 " 
22 " 
2:1 " 
24 .. 
2b " 
2C " 
2n " 
21' " 
29 " 
30 " 
31 " 
32 " 
33 " 
34 " 
35 " 
36 " 
37 " 
38 " 
39 " 
40 " 
41 " 
42 " 
43 " 

Ave. Cost _._---

BOO 
300 

1000 
1200 
1400 
1500 
1800 
ZOOO 
2lfJO 
2200 
2300 
~·i0Q 

loOO 
2600 
2700 
2800 
2900 
3000 
~lOO 

320Co 
3300 
3100 
3500 
3600 
3700 
3800 
3900 
4000 
4100 
4200 
4300 

-

1969 1968 1967 
_00% 64 51.2 

640 512 410 
720 576 461 
800 640 512 
960 768 614 

IJ20 896 717 
1280 1024 819 
1440 1152 922 
lGOO 1280 1021 
1680 1344 1075 
1760 1408 1126 
18·1:) ,472 1178 
l ~~~ O 1536 122S 
iOUO 1600 1280 
2080 1664 1331 
2160 1728 1382 
2240 1792 1434 
2320 1856 1485 
2400 1920 1536 
2480 1984 15 87 
2560 2048 1638 
2640 2112 1690 
2720 2176 1741 
2600 2240 1792 
2880 2304 1843 
2960 2368 1894 
30·10 2432 1946 
3120 2·196 1997 
320'0 2560 2048 
3280 2624 2099 
3360 2688 215 0 
3440 2752 2202 

J966 1965 1964 1963 1962 1961 1960 1959 1958 1957 1956 1955 1954 1953 1952 I~Lil 

10.96 32.77 26.. 21 2.0...97 16...78 13.42- 1(1- 74 8.. 5-9 6.87 5.49 4.3 9 3.52 2.82 2.26 1. 80 1. 44 

328 262 210 168 134 107 
369 295 236 189 151 121 
410 328 262 210 168 134 107 
492 393 315 252 201 161 129 103 
573 459 367 294 235 188 150 120 
655 524 419 336 268 215 172 137 llO 
737 590 472 377 302 243 193 155 124 
819 655 524 419 336 268 215 172 137 110 
860 688 550 440 352 282 226 180 144 115 
901 721 577 461 369 2:J5 236 189 151 121 
942 754 603 419 386 309 247 198 158 126 101 
963 786 629 503 403 322 258 206 165 132 105 

1024 819 655 524 420 336 269 215 172 137 110 
1065 852 681 545 436 349 279 223 179 143 114 
1106 885 708 566 453 362 290 232 185 148 119 
1147 918 734 587 470 376 301 241 192 154 123 
1188 950 760 608 487 389 311 249 199 159 127 102 
1229 983 786 629 503 403 322 258 206 165 132 lUG 
1270 1016 813 650 520 416 333 266 213 170 136 109 
1311 1049 839 671 537 429 344 275 220 176 140 113 
1352 1081 865 692 554 443 354 283 227 181 145 116 
1393 1114 891 713 571 456 365 292 234 187 149 120 
1434 1147 917 734 587 470 376 301 240 192 154 123 
1475 1180 944 755 604 483 387 309 247 198 158 127 102 
1516 1212 970 776 621 497 397 318 254 203 162 130 104 
1556 1245 996 797 638 510 408 326 261 209 167 134 107 
1597 1278 1022 818 654 523 419 335 268 214 171 137 110 
1638 1311 1048 839 671 537 430 344 275 220 176 141 113 
1679 1344 1075 860 688 550 440 352 282 225 180 144 116 
1720 1376 1101 881 705 564 451 361 289 231 184 148 118 
1761 1409 1127 902 722 577 462 369 295 236 189 151 121 

Exhibit 6 
Mobile Home Schedule of Market Values 
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44 Feet 
45 " 
46 " 
47 " 
4 8 ., 

49 " 
50 ,. 

5 1 " 
52 " 
53 " 
50.1 " 
55 
5 6 ,. 

5 7 " 
5B ' j 

59 " 
60 " 
6 1 " 

62 " 
63 " 
64 " 
65 ,. 

Ave. Cost 

4400 
450 0 
4600 
4700 
480 0 
490 0 
5000 
5100 
5200 
53 00 
5400 
5500 
5600 
5 700 
5800 
.~900 

600 0 
(i 1 00 

fi20 0 
6300 
6400 
6500 

1969 1968 1967 1966 1965 1964 1963 1962 1961 19GO 1959 1958 
80% 64 51. 2 40 . 96 32.77 26 . 21 20.-97 16. 78 13.42 10 .. 74 B.59 6.87 

3520 2816 225 3 1802 1442 1153 
3600 2880 2304 1843 1475 1179 
3680 2944 
3760 3008 
3840 307 2 
3920 3136 
4000 3200 
4080 3264 
416 0 3328 
4 24 0 3392 
4:320 3456 
4400 3520 
4480 3584 
4560 3648 
464 0 3712 
47 20 3776 
4 800 3 840 
4880 3904 
4960 3968 
5040 4032 
5120 4096 

5200 4160 

235 5 
24 06 
24 58 
25 09 
2560 
26 11 
2662 
2714 
27 65 
28 16 
2867 
29 16 
29 70 
3021 
3072 
3123 
3174 
3226 
3277 

3328 

1E84 
1925 
1966 
2007 
2048 
2fJ !<9 
2130 
2171 
2212 
2253 
2294 
23 3'; 

2417 
24 58 
2499 
2540 
25 80 
2621 

2662 

1507 
1540 
1573 
1606 
163 9 
1671 
1704 
1737 
1770 
1802 
1835 
1868 
1901 
1933 
1966 
1999 
2032 
2065 

2097 
2130 

1206 
1232 
1258 
1284 
13 11 
1337 
1363 
1389 
1415 
1442 
1468 
1494 
1520 
1546 
15 73 
1599 
1625 
1651 
1677 
1704 

923 
944 
965 
986 

1007 
1028 
1049 
1070 
1090 
1111 
1132 
1153 
1174 
1195 
1216 
1237 
1258 
1279 
1300 
1321 

1342 
1363 

138 
755 
772 
789 
805 
822 
839 
856 
873 
689 
906 
923 
940 
956 
973 
990 

1007 
1024 
1040 
1057 
1074 
1091 

590 
604 
617 
631 
644 
658 
671 
684 
698 
711 
725 
738 
752 
765 
778 
792 
805 
819 
832 
846 
859 
872 

413 378 

483 387 
494 395 
505 404 
516 412 
526 421 
537 430 
548 438 
558 447 
569 455 
580 464 
591 472 
601 481 
612 490 
623 49 8 
634 507 
644 515 
655 524 
666 533 
677 541 
688 550 
698 558 

Exhibit 6 (Continued) 
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309 
316 
323 
330 
337 
344 
350 
357 
364 
371 
378 
385 
392 
398 
405 
412 
419 
426 
433 
440 
447 

1957 1956 1955 1954 1953 1952 1951 
5.49 4.39 3.52 2.82 2. 26 1. 80 1. 44 

242 

247 
253 
258 
264 
269 
275 
280 
285 
291 
296 
302 
307 
313 
318 
324 
329 
335 
340 
346 
351 
357 

193 

198 
202 
206 
211 
215 
220 
224 
228 
233 
237 
241 
246 
250 
255 
259 
263 
268 
272 
277 
281 
285 

--- --- --- ---

155 124 

158 127 102 
162 130 104 
165 133 106 
169 135 108 
172 138 111 
176 '41 113 
180 144 115 
183 147 117 
187 149 120 
190 152 122 
194 155 124 
197 158 127 101 
201 161 129 103 
204 164 131 104 
20 8 166 133 106 
211 169 136 108 
215 172 13 8 110 
218 175 140 112 
222 178 142 113 
225 180 145 115 
229 183 147 117 





III. REGULATING THE LOCATION OF MOBILE HOMES WITHIN THE CITY 

Exercising the municipal police power,44 cities have regulated the location of 
mobile homes by the following means: (1) limiting the length of time a mobile 
home may remain in the city outside of a mobile home park; (2) restricting 
mobile homes to mobile home parks, outright; (3) zoning; and (4) prohibiting 
mobile homes from locating in the city. Properly administered, anyone of these 
several approaches can be effective in circumscribing the conditions under which 
mobile homes will be permitted to become permanently established in the commu
nity; however, the final choice of one of these alternatives over another is a 
matter to be decided locally, according to local circumstances. 

A. Requiring Mobile Homes To Be Located In Mobile Home Parks 

It is eminently more simple for a city to regulate mobile homes if they are re
quired to be located in specified, confined areas, rather than randomly scatter
ed throughout the municipality. Consequently, cities may by ordinance prohibit 
mobile home stays of long duration unless the units are located in licensed 
mobile home parks. 

Ordinances of this kind ordinarily permit occupied mobile homes to be parked out
side of licensed parks only for a specified length of time (e.g., for no more 
than 15 days, or 30 days, etc.);45 and, should a unit be so temporarily occupied 
and parked, it is concomitantly required that adequate sanitary, electrical and 
other facil ities be provided and that they be approved by the local health offi
cer or other designated official. In order to park a mobile home within the 
city in this manner, the occupant should be required to obtain a permit (see 
Figure 7) to do so from the city, and a fee for the same may be imposed . 46 Per
mit applicants should be required to certify that they will comply with all 
municipal ordinances relating to mobile homes. And, to assure that transient 
mobile homes do not become permanent, the city's ordinance should prohibit per
mittees from removing the wheels from their units and placing them on posts or 
footings. 

44 The police power is usually defined as the power to impose restrictions 
upon individual action in the interest of public health, safety, welfare, morals, 
and convenience. The police power, as the U.S. Supreme Court has declared on a 
number of occasions, is not confined to dealing with that which is offensive, dis
orderly or insanitary, but extends to that which is for the greatest welfare of 
the community. 

45 A prescribed system is essential: if the city allows mobile homes to 
be used as dwelling units on isolated lots, as parasites to established resi-
dences, or elsewhere in residential areas for a limited time without a permi 4 problems 
almost always will arise in terminating their "temporary" use on such sites. 

46 Normally, a permit requirement will not be found objectionable if (a) it 
imposes no prohibitive burden, being merely a means of enforcing reasonable health 
and safety standards and (b) its issuance is mandatory upon a compliance with such 
requirement. 
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Mobile homes possess features which render them sufficiently distinguishable 
from ordinary residences to make them subject to the regulation of zoning and 
other ordinances passed pursuant to the police power. Under this concept, ordi
nances which prohibit individual mobile homes from being located outside of 
mobile home parks (i.e., upon individual parcels of property throughout the city) 
or which limit the length of time during which a mobile home is permitted to re
main on land outside of a mobile home park, have been upheld. 

A regulatory ordinance limiting the period during which a mobile home may be 
permitted on land other than a park has been sustained by courts in other states 
as a valid exercise of the police power. Its purpose is to protect the health 
and safety both of the mobile home occupants and that of other persons residing 
in the community. As the court stated in Napierkowski v. Township of Gloucester 
(29 N.J. 481, 150 A. 2d 481 [1958]): 

"In our view prohibition of trailers as residences at other than duly 
licensed trailer parks or camps is a reasonable exercise of the police 
power, designed to promote the general health, safety and welfare of 
the municipality by assuring that adequate provisions are made for 
drainage, sewerage facilities, water and lighting of trailers and op
erates to centralize and facilitate enforcement of the aforesaid re
quirements. 

Ci ty of _____ _ 

Temporary Mobile Home Trailer Permit Application 

The undersigned requests permission for rent-free parking and use of 
a mobile home as a temporary dwelling in the Rear (): Front ( ): 
Side ( ): of the lot located at the address indicated below for a 
period not to exceed fifteen (15) days. I assure that adequate toilet 
water and power facilities are available for the use of the mobile 
home occupants. 

Permittee: ----------------- Application Date: 

Address: 

Telephone: 
APPROVED: 

DATE OF VALIDITY: From _____ To __ _ 

(This permit is to be displayed on the mobile home so that it is 
visible from the street.) 

Figure 7 
Sample Temporary Mobile Home Permit Application 
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"An examination of the authorities without this jurisdiction reveals that 
local ordinance provisions restricting trailers to licensed parks are 
commonplace, and have been upheld by the courts as reasonably adopted 
to promote the health, safety and general welfare of the community." 

Provisions which limit the length of time during which a mobile home may remain 
outside of a mobile home park are justified by the tendency of a mobile home, 
particularly when occupied and parked upon an individual lot, to greatly reduce 
the value of properties bounding its location, and in general to injure and jeo
pardize the health and general welfare of the citizens of the community. The 
fact that the ordinance may impose restrictions upon operators and occupants 
of mobile homes which are dissimilar to , and, in some instances, more restric
tive than those imposed upon other residents of the municipality does not neces
sarily render it discriminatory; because such ordinances are compensated for 
through the grant to residents of mobile homes and mobile home parks of conces
sions not given to other residents--such as permission to use less floor area, 
greater density of population, and, in some cases, less stringent sanitary 
regulations. 

Provisions limiting mobile homes to licensed areas assure that the health and 
safety standards established for parks will be maintained in the community, and 
their validity frequently has been upheld. However, one limitation upon the 
validity of such restrictions is that they may not operate retroactively. For 
example, in one case (Des Jardin v. Town of Greenfield, 262 Wis. 43, 53 N.W. 2d 
784 [1952 ]), an ordinance prohibiting mobile homes outside of licensed parks 
was viewed as "very similar in character to zoning ordinances, because it pres
cribed permissible locations for use of property. [And] prior lawful uses may 
be continued although not in conformity with zoning ordinances." In applying 
this test to the regulation in question, the court decided that the ordinance 
" ... must be construed as not to be retroactive in operation, as applied to the 
vested rights of the plaintiff to continue to use his trailer upon his own land 
for private dwelling purposes. If we did not so construe the ordinance we would 
have to hold it unconstitutional and invalid as applied to plaintiff." 

Any city which allows mobile homes to be temporarily located outside of a licen
sed park can anticipate a succession of requests for extensions of the specified 
time limit. However, if local policy requires that all mobile homes eventually 
be restricted to mobile home parks, then extensions of the time limit specified 
in the permit usually should not be granted, and the applicable ordinance should 
be drafted so as to safeguard against such extensions. Some degree of flexibi
lity should, of course, be retained to provide for special situations, as, for 
example, in the case of a person holding a building permit for a residence while 
the construction thereof is in progress. 

Figure 8 (page 46) illustrates a number of approaches to the matter of limiting 
the stay of mobile homes outside of licensed mobile home parks. 

B. Specifying The Location of Mobile Homes By Zoning47 

The contemporary zoning ordinance creates zones, or districts, within which var
ious activities may be conducted, and establishes restrictions on the use of 

47 NOTE: Zoning involves many complex factors which cannot be comprehen
sively dealt with in these few pages. Cities contemplating the adoption or amend
ment of a zoning ordinance should take no action without the benefit of competent 
legal counsel. 
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individual properties in order to preserve the welfare of the overall community. 
If a zoning ordinance is to be used to regulate mobile homes, the familiar prin
ciples of zoning apply: it should be reasonable (i.e., not confiscatory, arbi
trarynor discriminatory), it should be adopted as part of a comprehensive 
plan and provide for appropriate uses, and it must establish proper classifica
tions and uniformity within districts. And, while zozin~ occasionally is used 
as a device for keeping something out of a community, 8 its principal purpose is 
for the constructive guidance of the use of land and for the development of the 
community according to a logical plan. 

1. The Mobile Home Belongs In A Mobile Home Park 

As a general rule, mobile homes belong in mobile home parks, and the municipal 
zoning ordinance should assure that their location is restricted to such areas. 49 
For one matter, a properly-planned mobile home park will contain adequate space-
for the mobile homes themselves and for separating the units from one another, 
for off-street parking for automobiles, and for meeting other needs of the resi
dents. Water, sewer, electric and telephone connections will be available, as 
will laundry and storage facilities. Mail service and sol i d waste collection 
service normally will be provided, as well. 

Mobile homes should not be treated like other residences (they aren't), and their 
placement as permanent structures or as parasi tes next to conventional homes 
should not be allowed. Much of the public hos tili ty toward mobile homes arises 
from their abuse for residences on individual lots in conventional residential 
areas, either in connection with a conventional residence or independently. 

The mobile home does not belong as a separate independent dwelling unit on-its
own, nor as a back-yard "dependent" to conventional dwellings. Used "on its own," 
the cost of providing facilities which are available as a matter of course in a 
good mobile home park becomes very high, and makeshift substitutes are likely to 
take the place of needed facilities. The result is a deteriorating effect on the 
entire neighborhood and a depreciation of surrounding property values. Even the 
best-equipped mobile home, located by itself in a neighborhood of conventional 
residences, is out of place. 

2. Fitting Mobile Home Parks Into The Zoning Ordinance 

In considering the treatment of mobile homes and mobile home parks within the 
local zoning ordinance, the following considerations should be borne in mind: 

(a) Areas in the city shculd be identified which are most suitable for 
a mobile home park and yet which are compatible with other land 

48 
The courts generally (though not invariably) have taken a dim view of 

attempts to exclude mobile home parks entirely from a community. See Commonwealth 
v. Amos, 44 Pa. D. & C. 125 (1941) and Gust v. Township of Canton, 342 Mich. 436, 
70 N.W. 2d 772 (1955). 

49 In cities that are generally non-urban, mobile homes may be allowed in 
certain rural areas on an individual basis as special exceptions. Even then, 
the mobile homes should be required to be placed only where adequate sewer and 
water facilities exist, and where separation from existing conventional residences 
is at a maximum. 
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uses. This will require the overall balancing of uses against needs, 
relating uses properly to one another, and it will also require some 
consideration of the effect of a mobile home park upon property values, 
aesthetics, population concentration, traffic movement, and other public 
facilities and services . In determining where a mobile home park should 
be located, it must be kept in mind that such parks must be designed to 
accommodate a medium-density multiple-family residential use for a 
number of mobile homes in such a manner that occupants may enjoy the 
environmental amenities of a conventional home. 

(b) Whether the mobile home park should be designed for (1) rental of 
space for mobile homes, (2) the sale of sites for permanent occu
pancy of mobile homes or (3) both. 

(c) Whether the mobile home park sites can be located so as to provide 
a buffer between commercial and residential areas, thereby permit
ting the use of land that often lies idle or develops slowly be
tween the two districts. 

(d) The mobile home park should be planned in such a way that if it 
should later be discontinued, the improvements therein could con
tinue to be utilized for other uses. 

Each community must evaluate all of the factors involved in reaching conclusions 
about the type of district in which mobile home parks are to be placed, and de
cide what is most appropriate to local conditions. However, it would seem logi
cal to assume initially that mobile homes constitute a fundamentally multiple 
residential use--and that allowing mobile homes in one or more multiple-residential 
classifications, subject to the meeting of particular requirements, in the long 
run will greatly alleviate, if not eliminate, a great deal of the adverse cri
ticism of mobile home parks. 50 

The mobile home is a good living unit if it is located in a good mobile home 
park; but whether a mobile home park is good or not depends to a considerable 
extent on where it is located. If mobile home parks--which are residential in 
use and which should be in residential surroundings--are permitted only in left
over, low-grade commercial and industrial districts, they very probably will 
share the same fate of conventional housing surrounded by commercial and indus
trial uses. 

"Zoning exists because of the recognized need for affording people 
an opportunity to live in sections apart from those devoted to com
merce, trade and industry. It is natural for one to want to make 
his home in areas where fresh air and sunshine may be enjoyed away 
from the noise and traffic of commercial marts and the dirt and 
smoke of industrial plants. It is undesirable for sociological as 
well as health and safety reasons to compel people to live and raise 
families in industrial or commercial districts. Adults and children 
who live in mobile homes should enjoy a residential type of environ
ment just as do those who live in conventional type dwelling houses. 

50 Ernest R. Bartley & Frederick H. Bair, Jr., Mobile Home Parks and 
Comprehensive Community Planning (Tallahassee: 1960). 
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Forcing inhabitants of mobile homes into unsuitable neighborhoods 
by compelling them to live in areas set apart for trade, commerce, 
and industry can only result in inferior mobile home parks. This 
is evidenced by the rapidity with which even conventional residences 
depreciate when located in industrial or commercial zones. Such 
zoning tends to frustrate rather than to promote the public welfare.,,5l 

Obviously, not all multiple dwelling districts will be logically set up to ac
commodate mobile home parks, nor should they be; however, the fact that mobile 
home parks may not be deemed suited to one or several existing residential clas
sifications does not necessarily justify relegating their inhabitants to dis
tricts set aside for commerce or industry. 

3. Role of Mobile Home Parks In The Zoning Ordinance 

Assuming that it is to be a matter of local policy that mobile home parks 
be allowed in certain [multiple residential] zones within the city, a 
further decision must be made in respect to how the mobile home park gets into 
such a zone. There are three basic approaches: (a) allowing mobile home parks 
as a permitted use in a specific residential zone or zones; (b) allowing the 
establishment of a mobile home park in a specific zone or zones under a special 
exception; and (c) establishing a separate mobile home park district. 

(a) As A Permitted Use. Most zoning ordinances are structured on 
an "inclusive" basis which permits only those uses in a district 
that are specifically authorized for that district. Thus, under 
an inclusive-type ordinance, the property owner need only demon
strate that his proposed use falls among those specifically 
authorized and that he meets the conditions imposed; he then is 
issued his building permit. In most zoning ordinances of this 
type, the uses permitted in a district are set out in the schedule 
of district regulations, and any conditions imposed on the use 
also are set out therein. 52 Figure 9, page 51, illustrates the 
permitted use approach. 

(b) As A Special Exception. A special exception in a zoning ordi
nance is one allowable where the facts and conditions prescribed 
and detailed in the ordinance as those under which a special 
exception may be granted are determined to exist by an appro
priate governmental authority.53 

51 Barnet Hodes 
1964), page 161. 

and G. Gale Roberson, The Law of Mobile Homes (Chicago: 

52 
Such conditions might include the m~n~mum acceptable acreage of the 

park tract, lot or parcel size requirements, and buffering requirements (i.e., 
shields from adjacent uses.) 

53 A special exception is not a "variance." A variance from the terms of 
the zoning ordinance is granted to allow an applicant relief from the require
ments of the letter of the ordinance because of unnecessary hardship or practi
cal difficulty. For a special exception, no showing of special or unique hard
ship is necessary: the applicant need only demonstrate that he meets the re
quirements set forth in the ordinance. 
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In the modern zoning ordinance, prov~s~on is made in the 
schedule of district regulations for the precise types of 
uses allowed as special exceptions in each district, as 
well as for the requirements under which special exceptions 
may be allowed. See Figure 10, page 54 . 

(c) Mobile Home Park Districts. In this case, the city would 
designate within the zoning ordinance defined "trailer park 
districts" or "mobile home park zones." The ordinance may 
or may not permit uses other than mobile home parks within 
these zones. See Figure 11, page 57. 

Allowing mobile home parks in multiple dwelling districts as a permitted use 
subject to stated conditions does not require extensive language in the zoning 
ordinance if the standards for health, safety, minimum housing, building and 
other matters are set out in the appropriate codes--and the same is true about 
special exceptions. Nevertheless, many cities lack the comprehensive kind of 
regulatory framework that is necessary, and the zoning ordinance sometimes must 
be loaded with material that is not, strictly speaking, zoning material. 

All in all, the outright permitted use concept has certain advantages not in
herent in the special exception technique. For one matter, mobile home parks 
are not so unique that they should always be subjected to the special exception 
process, providing adequate conditions are attached to the outright permitted 
use. Conceivably, mobile home parks might be permitted in one type of multiple 
dwelling district and then, additionally, allowed by special exception in one or 
more others. But insofar as possible, it is preferable to spell out the require
ments so that an applicant knows fairly precisely from the ordinance whether and 
under what circumstances he may develop a park in a given location. 

C. Prohibiting Mobile Homes Within the City 

If mobile homes are presumed to be detrimental to the welfare of the community, 
and it is decided that measures should be taken to prohibit (or, at the very 
least, inhibit) their presence, a number of alternatives could be implemented. 
Methods occasionally applied include: 

(1) Outright prohibition, most often predicated on the presumption 
that mobile homes are a nuisance ~ ~; 

(2) Exclusionary zoning, as, for example, in not including mobile 
homes among the permitted uses enumerated in the municipal 
zoning ordinance; and 

(3) Strict enforcement of local building, housing and other codes 
with which mobile homes ordinarily cannot comply. 

The legal ramifications bound up in each of these techniques cannot be easily 
summarized; indeed, entire volumes have been written on each. 54 However, any 
city contemplating the use of prohibitive devices should proceed with care; 

54 See, particularly, Barnet Hodes and G. G. Roberson, The Law of Mobile 
Homes, 2nd Edition, December, 1964. 
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because, although there is a split of authority on the question of totally ex
cluding mobile homes from within municipal corporate limits, the weight of 
judicial authority tends against such prohibitions. For one matter, specific 
exclusions are difficult to legally defend on the basis that mobile homes and 
mobile home parks are a nuisance ~ ~--that is, detrimental to the health, 
safety and welfare of the community. A policy of prohibition also is likely 
to be tested from a constitutional standpoint; for if the use of a particular 
property is not inherently detrimental to the public welfare, its absolute 
prohibition may be a denial of equal protection of the law and of due process 
of law. 55 

While it is an open question in Texas as to whether a city may prohibit mobile 
homes, it would seem that provisions in municipal ordinances would be much less 
vulnerable to legal attack if they regulate rather than completely prohibit 
mobile homes and mobile home parks. Also, and for its own sake, the city must 
consider the possibility that outcast units will locate themselves a short dis
tance across the city line; and should the city eventually expand its corporate 
limits, it may find itself with large numbers of unregulated mobile homes 
scattered about in a hodge-podge fashion. 

1. Outright Prohibition 

If the use of property is so inherently detrimental to the public health and 
welfare that its continuation should not be permitted, it may be completely 
prohibited in the exercise of the city's police power. Contrariwise, if a use 
of property is not inherently noxious, though it may become a nuisance per 
accidens--through improper location, construction, or manner of operation-
municipalities may not suppress it or declare it to be a "nuisance," unless 
it is in fact harmful to the public. 

The city may find it difficult to demonstrate that mobile homes and mobile home 
parks are inherently nuisances, especially if they are in compliance with local 
sanitary and safety regulations. One clear ruling to the effect that mobile 
homes are not a nuisance, ~ se, emerged from In Re Falls Tp. Trailer Ordinance, 
84 Pa. D. SC. 199 (1952), in which an ordinance prohibiting the placing of 
mobile homes on any land in the township was held ultra vires, notwithstanding 
a statutory grant of authority "to prohibit nuisances." The court stated: 

"But it is not contended that house trailers or even house trailer 
parks may be declared nuisances or offensive business enterprises 
per se; in fact, it has been held that they are not to be so charac
terized ... While it may be the manner of use and occupation of a 
house trailer or the actual operation of a trailer park might, under 
particular circumstances, constitute a nuisance in fact, such pos
sibility provides no warrant for outlawing them entirely." 

Mobile home prohibition was invalidated as in violation of the Fourteenth Amend
ment of the U. S. Constitution in Commonwealth v. Amos, 44 Pa. D. SC. 125 (1941).56 

55 7 Mcquillan, Municipal Corporations, Sec. 24.505. 

56 0 ' d " h b h d' h V' k h' ppos1te eC1S10ns ave een reac e 1n ot er cases. 1C ers v. Towns 1p 
Committee of Gloucester Tp. (37 N.J. 232, 181 A. 2d 129 (1962) sustained the valid
ity of a township ordinance prohibiting mobile home parks. In People v. Lederle 
(206 Misc. 244, 132 N.Y. S. 2d 693 (1954) a certificate of occupancy requirement 
was held applicable to mobile homes although it was conceded in the case that the 
city would not issue certificates for mobile homes. 
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The ordinance at contention in this case prohibited the location of mobile homes 
on any lot, property or street within the limits of the Township of Tinicum. The 
court observed: 

"An ordinance which attempts to prohibit the parking of a trailer 
upon a lot ... is also unreasonable and arbitrary ... Any municipal 
regulation of trailers and trailer camps which reasonably promotes 
the health, morals, safety, or general welfare of the community 
will undoubtedly be sustained." 

Reasonable regulations which have some plausible relationship to public welfare 
are unquestionably valid; however, complete prohibition of any use of property 
not inherently offensive or dangerous is likely to be declared unconstitutional 
because of a possible denial of equal protection of the law and of due process 
of law. 

2. Exlusionary Zoning 

In Vickers v. Township Committee of Gloucester Township et. al. (37 N.J. 232, 
181 A. 2d 129, 135-136 (1962) the State Supreme Court of New Jersey upheld a 
municipal zoning ordinance prohibiting mobile homes, saying that: 

"It cannot be said that every municipality must provide for every use 
somewhere within its borders. The fact that a municipality is lar
gely undeveloped does not impose a contrary obligation. Sound plan
ning and zoning look beyond the present into what lies ahead in the 
hopes of the planners. It requires as much watchfulness to antici
pate and prevent suburban blight as it does to eradicate city slums ... 

"There are no trailer camps in the township at present. Plaintiff 
contends that total prohibition is illegal. However, we have held 
that a municipality need not provide a place for every use .... We 
do not think that a municipality must open its borders to a use 
which it reasonably believes should be excluded as repugnant to its 
planning scheme .... 

"It may be that circumstances will change and trailers and trailer 
camps will be an appropriate use in some areas of the township. 
If at that time the provisions of the ordinance become unreason
able, they may be set aside .... " 

It is doubtful that a prov~s~on in a zoning ordinance which excludes a specific 
use (such as mobile homes) would be defensible, inasmuch as it would not be 
comprehensive, and would, therefore, be invalid. The rule is fairly well es
tablished in zoning that in order to ban mobile home parks in a particular 
district, provision should be made to accommodate them elsewhere (Gust v. 
Canton Township, 337 Mich. 137, 59 N.W. 2d 122 [1953]). While no litiga-
tion in Texas specifically applies this principle to mobile homes, the im
plications can be drawn from decisions in other states. 

3. Strict Enforcement of Codes 

Under this approach, the municipality would make it illegal to permanently park 
or remove the wheels from a mobile home and to use it for living quarters with
in the corporate limits of the city unless it complies with local housing, 
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building, plumbing and electrical codes. Since most mobile homes are so design
ed that they cannot comply with these codes, the net effect of such restrictions 
is to prohibit most mobile homes within the city. 

The legality of de facto exclusions such as these may be questionable unless 
their relationship to the health, safety or welfare of the community can be 
clearly established. To be upheld, it would seem that an exclusionary ordinance 
would have to be based upon nuisance concepts; however, it is doubtful that 
mobile homes could be excluded from the city on the ground that they inherent
ly constitute a menace to public health, since most can be connected so as to 
conform to sanitary regulations. 

The mobile home dweller asks to be looked upon as a permanent resident of his 
city, yet at the same time finds that when certain building code requirements 
(such as those concerning minimum floor space, with which stationary buildings 
easily comply) are applied to mobile homes, the mobile units cannot stand up to 
the established standards. The question which frequently must be asked, then, 
is to what extent should mobile homes be subject to conventional building code 
requirements? 

Most building codes were enacted before the development of the modern mobile 
home and do not expressly purport to regulate such units. Certain provisions 
contained in standard building codes, such as typical provisions relating to 
electricity, plumbing, and fire-prevention, may appropriately be applied, with 
suitable modifications as to size, to mobile homes. On the other hand, cer
tain types of provisions manifestly do not pertain to mobile homes, such as 
those relating to chimneys of houses, or those requiring downspouts for rain, 
or permanent foundat ions. As a matter of legislative construction, these 
could be held to not apply to mobile homes, despite the circumstance that the 
ordinance by its terms may apply to all "dwelling houses." The current trend, 
in fact, is toward the adoption by municipalities of new sections and amend
ments to their building codes designed to apply specifically to mobile homes. 

Another answer to this question might be to require that all mobile homes which 
propose to be located within the municipality meet the body and frame design 
and construction requirements in the installation of plumbing, heating and 
electrical systems as set forth in the United States of America Standards In
stitute USA Standard Al19.l (1969).57 While all mobile home manufacturers do 
not comply with it, the U.S .A.S.I. standard is approved for adoption by the Mobile 
Home Manufacturers Association, the National Fire Protection Association, and 
the Trailer Coach Association. Article 522l f, Vernon's Texas Civil Statutes, 
requires that all mobile homes moved into or marketed in Texas conform to the 
1963 version of the U.S.A.S.I. standard; however this edition does not include 
specifications for body and frame construction. 

Most municipal housing codes do not have application to mobile homes; and as a 
result, many provisions of local housing codes (such as requirements for mini
mum floor space) cannot be applied to mobile homes. The State of New York re
solved this problem by enacting a separate housing code for mobile homes: this 
code provides variations from general residential requirements for habitable 

57 Copies of this standard available at a cost of $2.00 each from the 
Mobile Home Manufacturers Association, 20 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, Ill, 
60606. 
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space per occupant, ceiling height, structural specifications, and minimum 
dimensions of habitable rooms and kitchens. 58 

4. Deed Restrictions 

In addition to various regulatory controls by cities with respect to mobile 
home parks, private parties through deed restrictions may impose certain other 
limitations and regulations as protective covenants for the proposed develop
ment of such parks to protect the private investor and to provide higher or 
more comprehensive standards than those specified in local ordinances. 

Generally speaking, the courts have sustained such restrictive covenants where 
they are reasonable, not against public policy, and not for the purpose of re
straining trade or fostering a monopoly. 

Figure 8 
Excerpts From Ordinances Restricting Mobile 

Homes To Mobile Home Parks59 

City of College Station: Excerpt from Ordinance No. 627, Section 
4, "Mobile Home Use." 

"It shall be unlawful for any person to connect utilities to, or to 
occupy a mobile home within the limits of the City of College 
Station, except where it is located in a duly licensed mobile 
home park under the terms of this ordinance." 

City of Houston: Ex cerpt from Mobile Home Ordinance, Section 3, 
"Permit For Parking Outside of Trailer Park." 

"(a) It shall be unlawful for any person to park any trailer 
coach on any street, alley, highway, sidewalk or other 
public place in the City of Houston for a longer period 
than three (3) hours. 

(b) No trailer coach shall be parked, used or occupied on any 
tract of ground within the city limits except in a duly 
licensed trailer park or upon premises where there is an 
occupied dwelling. 

(c) No person shall park, use or occupy any trailer coach for 
more than forty-ei ght hours on the premises where there is 
an occupied dwelling unless a permit therefor shall have 
been first obtained, nor shall any person permit such park
ing , use or occupancy until the occupant of the trailer has 

58 
State of New York, Model Housing Code, Division of Housing and Community 

Renewal, 393 Seventh Avenue, New York, 10001. 
59 

NOTE: Complete copies of the ordinances referred to are available f rom 
the Texas Municipal League office on request. 
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obtained a permit therefor. Not more than two trailer 
coaches shall be parked or located upon such premises 
unless the same are licensed as a trailer park as pro
vided herein. 

(d) The permit hereinabove required shall be obtained by the 
trailer coach occupant from the Director of Treasury of the 
City . The permit shall be for a period of not more than 
twelve (12) mon ths and at a fee of Twenty-five Cents ($.25) 
per week. The permit shall be gran ted only upon the writ
ten consent of the occupant of the premises where such 
trailer is to be parked. 

(e) Application for the permit shall contain the street and 
number of the occupied dwelling, the name of the occupant 
of said dwelling and his permission to locate; a state
ment of the nature and location of the sanitary facilit
ies and the permission of the occupant of the dwelling 
house for their use; and a statement that all waste water 
from trailer coach sinks shall be emptied into proper 
sewer connected fixtures." 

City of Killeen: Excerpt from Mobile Home Ordinance, Section 2.04, 
"Mobile Home and/or Travel Trailers Outside Licensed Parks." 

"It shall be unlawful for any person to locate or maintain any 
such mobile home or travel trailer in any place in the City of 
Killeen other than a duly licensed and lawful mobile home and/or 
travel trailer park, unless such person shall first secure a 
permit from the City Council upon written application therefor 
filed with the City Council, giving the name and address of the 
applicant and a description of the property upon which said 
mobile home or travel trailer is to be located. The City Coun-
cil shall refuse to grant any such permit unless the applicant 
shall first show to the satisfaction of the City Council that 
there are adequate water and sanitary facilities available within 
reasonable distance of such mobile home or travel trailer location, 
or that the applicant upon locating upon said premises, shall 
provide or cause to be provided the same. It shall be unlawful 
for any person, firm or corporation to maintain or live in any 
such mobile home or travel trailer without first obtaining such 
permit from the City of Killeen, Texas. 

City of Wichita Falls: Excerpt from Ordinance No. 2554, Section 
30-2, "Location of Mobile Homes Outside of Mobile Home Parks." 

"No person shall park or occupy any mobile home outside an 
approved mobile home park; except, the parking of only one (1) 
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mobile home behind the building setback lines of a platted 
lot is permitted providing no living quarters shall be main
tained in such mobile home while such mobile home is so 
parked or stored. A mobile home may be occupied for busi
ness or residential use outside a licensed mobile home park 
when its wheels are removed and when mounted upon a perma
nent type foundation and as such shall conform to all appli
cable requirements of the building, electrical and plumbing 
codes and all other applicable codes and ordinances of the 
City. Mobile homes used as field offices during construction 
or mobile homes displayed for sale on mobile home sales lots 
and mobile horne manufacturing plants are permitted." 

Figure 9 
Excerpts From Zoning Ordinances Allowing 

Mobile Homes As A Permitted Use 

City of El Paso: Excerpt from Zoning Ordinance, Section 25-2.18, 
"A-M (Apartment-Mobile Home) Districts." 

"The purpose of this district is to provide areas suitable both for 
the location of mobile home parks, travel trailer parks, and for 
low-density apartment developments. 

A. Permitted Uses. 

1. Accessory use, customary home occupation, including: 

a. One office unit for each mobile home park or 
travel trailer park. 

b. Residence of the owner of each park. 
c. Storage building, restroom, washroom, and 

similar buildings and uses customary to the 
operation of a mobile home park or travel 
trailer park. 

2. Church 
3. Club, private. Golf course. 
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4. Farm, plant nursery, greenhouse. No sales office 
permitted on premises. 

5. Public: park, playground, museum, recreation or 
community building. Library. 

6. Railroad right-of-way. 
7. Residential: one or two family detached dwelling, 

apartment house, mobile home park (including travel 
trailer park). 

8. School. College. 
9. Telephone exchange (limited). 

10. Water: well, reservoir, tower. 

B. Uses which may be permitted by the zoning board of 
adjustment after notice and public hearing. 

Amusement park 
Athletic field 
Aviation field 
Child care facility 
Commercial bathhouse 
Construction and equipment 

yards and accessory offices 
Hospital, sanitarium 

Govt. building, facility 
Public utility facility 
Race track, riding academy 
Sand and gravel pit 
Signs, for named uses 
Storage of explosives, 

liquefied petroleum gas 
Temporary use 

C. General provisions applying in all districts. 

Abutting yards 
Accessory 
Canopies 
Double frontage 
Fences 

Nonconforming 
On-site parking, loading 
Required areas to be main-

tained 
Signs 
Special building lines" 

City of McKinney: Excerpt from Ordinance No. 725, Section 3101-
3192, "Modified Residential Zone." 

"Purpose: This zone is designed to provide for the inclusion of 
mobile home parks as an additional use in residential zones at 
locations which are suitable for mobile homes. 

Principal Permitted Uses: 

-3111. Any principal permitted use in the primary zone to which 
the -M, -Modified Residential Zone classification is appended 
when established according to the rules and conditions of the 
primary zone. 

-3112. Parks authorized and licensed by the City of McKinney 
for the parking and occupancy of mobile dwellings. 
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Permitted Accessory Uses: 

-3131. Any permitted accessory use allowed in the primary 
zone to which the -M, -Modified Residential Zone classifica
tion is appended when established according to the rules and 
conditions of the primary zone. 

-3132. Those accessory uses other than those permitted by 
the primary zone regulations, but which are or may in the 
future, be required for inclusion in mobile home parks by 
other ordinances of the City of McKinney. 

Conditional Uses: 

-3151. Any conditional use permitted in the primary zone 
to which the -M, -Modified Residential Zone Classification 
is appended when established according to the rules and con
ditions of the primary zone. 

Space Limits: 

-3171. All space limit provisions of the primary zone to 
which the -M, -Modified Residential Zone classification is 
appended shall be adhered to except that mobile homes may 
be parked in compliance with minimum standards of other 
ordinances of the City of McKinney. 

Procedure: 

-3181. The -M, -Modified Residential Zone shall be consid
ered as a separate and distinct zoning classification and 
shall be appended to a primary zone in the same manner in 
which zoning map changes are made under the provisions of 
the statutes of the State of Texas and of this ordinance, 
and shall modify the regulations applying to the specific 
sites or zoning lots upon which the -M, -Modified Residential 
Zone is designated. 

Type of Materials: 

M Zone construction shall be erected or constructed of fire 
resistant materials other than wood. 

Miscellaneous Provisions: 

-3191. Off-street parking shall be provided for all uses 
established in this zone. 

-3192. The entire mobile home park shall be treated as one 
zoning lot, except that when uses other than those normally 
included or required by ordinance within a mobile home park 
are established within the boundaries of a mobile home park 
then a separate zoning lot shall be designated for said other 
use." 
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Figure 10 
Excerpts From Zoning Ordinances Allowing 
Mobile Home Parks As Special Exceptions 

City of Beaumont: Excerpt from Zoning Ordinance, Section 42-25 . 1, 
"Trailer Parks - Districts In Which Permitted; Permit To Establish 
Required." 

"No trailer park shall be built, established or operated within 
the city except in C-l, C-2, 1-1 and 1-2 districts, as establish-
ed in Sections 42-17, 42-18, 42-19, and 42-20, and then only by a 
special permit granted by the city council. In granting a special 
permit for trailer parks in the districts named, the city council 
may impose appropriate conditions and safeguards, including a speci
fied period of time for the permit, to conserve and protect property 
and property values in the neighborhoodo 

City of Corpus Christi: Excerpt from Ordinance 6106, as amended, 
Section 25-4, "Special Uses Enumerated." 

Section 25-4 Special Uses Enumerated. The following special uses 
may be approved by the Commission as provided in this article: 

(1) Airports and landing fields. 
(2) Circus or carnival grounds, temporary for a specified time 

period. 
(3) Drive-in theatres. 
(4) Hospitals. 
(5) Marinas. 
(6) Private schools and colleges. 
(7) Public or government buildings. 
(8) Public utilities or public service uses, buildings, 

structures, or appurtenances thereto. 
(9) Sports arena or stadium. 

(10) Mobile home parks and mobile home subdivisions in any 
district except the "1-3" Heavy Industrial District 
provided (Ord. # 8671; 11-22-67): 

A. That access to the mobile home or trailer park 
be from an arterial highway or secondary thorough
fare, that number and location of access drives 
shall be controlled for traffic safety and protection 
of surrounding properties, that no mobile home or 
trailer space shall be designed for direct access to 
a street outside the boundaries of the mobile home or 
trailer park, and that the interior access drives 
shall be at least twenty-four (24) feet in width. In 
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a mobile home subdivision, the streets shall meet all 
Ci ty requirements as to width, curbs, and gutters as 
set forth in the Platting Ordinance. 

B. The minimum width and/or depth of the mobile home 
park or subdivision shall be three hundred (300) 
feet; and the minimum total area shall be five (5) 
acres, including one-half (1/2) the width of border
ing streets. 

C. The minimum lot area in a mobile home subdivision shall 
be 4,500 square feet, except where a subdivision is a 
cluster development (as defined in the Platting Ordi
nance); in which case, the lot size may be reduced to 
3,000 square feet, provided that minimum yard require
ments are met and that there is a minimum of 1,500 
square feet per lot of common open space. All corners 
of each mobile home lot in a subdivision shall be 
visibly marked by a permanent marker. 

D. In addition to the requirements of Item C above, there 
shall be no more than ten (10) mobile homes per acre 
in a mobile home subdivision. Furthermore, there 
shall be a minimum front yard of twenty-five (25) feet, ' 
a minimum rear yard of ten (10) feet, and a minimum 
side yard of si~ (6) feet, with a total unobstructed 
side yard requirement of twenty (20) feet. 

E. There shall be no minimum lot area for a mobile home 
or trailer site in a mobile home or trailer park, except 
that mobile homes shall be so harbored on each space 
that there shall be at least a twenty (20) foot unob
structed clearance between mobile homes, provided, how
ever, that with respect to mobile homes parked end-to
end, the end-to-end clearance may be less than twenty 
(20) feet, but shall not be less than ten (10) feet. 
No part of a mobile home or trailer shall be located 
closer than twenty (20) feet to any building within the 
park nor closer than five (5) feet to an access drive. 

F. The mobile home park shall be surrounded by a land
scaped strip of open space thirty (30) feet wide along 
the street frontage with an arterial highway and fif
teen (15) feet wide along all other lot lines or street 
frontage. 

G. The requirements of Item F above shall also apply to 
mobile home subdivisions, in which case such landscaped 
open space shall be a part of abutting lots, unless 
otherwide designated as common open space. 
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H. Off-street parking spaces in mobile homes or trailer 
parks shall be provided in the ratio of one (1) space 
per trailer in locations convenient to individual 
trailers or groups of trailers. In mobile home sub
divisions there shall be at least one (1) parking 
space per lot. 

I. Proper provision shall be made for public water 
supply, sanitary sewers, fire protection, refuse 
collection, laundry, toilet and bathing facilities; 
and all such provisions shall be in full compliance 
with the Department of Public Works and the City
County Health Department. 

J. A mobile home park may be converted to a mobile 
home subdivision provided it is rep1atted and that 
all conditions pertaining to mobile home subdivisions 
are met. 

K. Single-family detached dwellings shall be permitted 
on lots within a mobile home subdivision provided 
the lot size is a minimum of 6,000 square feet. 

L. Outside lighting shall be erected ~n such a manner 
that it not be detrimental to or project onto a.dja
cent properties. 

M. Outdoor advertising shall be restricted by the 
zoning district in which the park or subdivision 
is situated. 

N. The provisions of this section shall not apply to 
mobile home or trailer parks in existence and opera
tion in compliance with existing ordinances and laws 
at the time of the passage of this amendment; they 
shall be treated as nonconforming uses insofar as the 
requirements of this section are concerned." 
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Figure 11 
Excerp t From Zoning Or dinance Creating 

Separa t e Mobile Home Park Distric ts 

City of San Antonio: Excerpt from Ordinance 1968, Section 42-71, 
"R-4 Districts, Mobile Home Residence Districts." 

"These districts are composed of areas suitable for mobile homes 
and compatible uses. The districts are intended to provide suit
able locations for desirable mobile home sites while the district 
regulations are designed to provide adequate protection both for 
the mobile home sites and for the surrounding development. For 
further protection and to insure mobile homes sites of acceptable 
minimum standards, a tourist courts and trailers ordinance in 
chapter 37 specifies development standards and licensing proce
dures." 
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CHAPTER IV 

SUGGESTED ORDINANCE REGULATING MOBILE HOME PARKS 

The ordinance which appears below may be useful as a general guide to local of
ficials vested with the responsibility for drafting mobile home park regulations. 
It is not intended to be "model," in the sense that its wholesale adoption by 
any city is recommended, because local circumstances and needs vary too widely 
from one municipality to another to permit the blanket application to all of 
anyone ordinance. 

Most cities probably will find it necessary to make substantial changes in this 
document to make it fit their individual local requirements. Local administra
tive, legal and other arrangements will affect the nature of the procedural and 
control system; local attitudes will have an effect on regulatory requirements; 
and regional topographical and other natural characteristics will demand compa
tible design and construction standards. These are matters for which no single 
ordinance can account; nevertheless, the suggested ordinance may at least serve 
as a point of departure from which city officials may frame regulations for 
their own more particular use. Sources of the ordinance which follows include 
U. S. Public Health Service, Environmental Health Guide For Mobile Home Parks, 
U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, Mobile Home Court Develop
ment Guide, and City of Fort Worth, Ordinance No. 6293. 

AN ORDINANCE PROVIDING MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR MOBILE HOME 
PARKS; ESTABLISHING REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DESIGN, CONSTRUC
TION, ALTERATION, EXTENSION AND MAINTENANCE OF MOBILE HOME 
PARKS AND RELATED UTILITIES AND FACILITIES; AUTHORIZING 
THE ISSUANCE OF PERMITS FOR CONSTRUCTION, ALTERATION AND 
EXTENSION OF MOBILE HOME PARKS; AUTHORIZING THE LICENSING 
OF OPERATORS OF MOBILE HOME PARKS; AUTHORIZING THE IN
SPECTION OF MOBILE HOME PARKS AND FIXING PENALTIES FOR 
VIOLATIONS; PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE. 

BE IT OFnAINED BY THE (governing body) of the City of ______________ _ 

Section 1. Definitions. 

For the purpose of this Ordinance, certain terms, words and phrases shall have 
the meaning hereinafter ascribed thereto. 

A. Agent. Any person authorized by the licensee of a mobile home park to 
operate or maintain such park under the provisions of this Ordinance. 

B. Building Official. The legally designated inspection authority of the 
City, or his authorized representative. 

C. Certificate of Occupancy: A certificate issued by the Building Offi
cial for the use of a building, structure, and/or land, when it is determined 
by him that the building, structure, and/or land complies with the provisions 
of all applicable City codes, ordinances, and regulations. 
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D. City Health Officer. The legally designated head of the City Health 
Department or his authorized representative. 

E. City Official: The legally designated head of a City department or his 
authorized representative when acting in an official capacity. 

F. Common Access Route: A private way which affords the principal means 
of access to individual mobile home lots or auxiliary buildings. 

G. Drive-way. A minor entranceway off the common access route within 
the park, into an off-street parking area serving one or more mobile homes. 

H. Fire Chief. The legally designated Chief of the Fire Department of 
the City, or his authorized representative. 

I. Internal Street. Same as Common Access Route. 

J. License. A written license issued by the (enforcing agency) permit
ting a person to operate and maintain a mobile home park under the provisions 
of this Ordinance and regulations issued hereunder. 

K. Licensee. Any person licensed to operate and maintain a mobile home 
park under the provisions of this Ordinance. 

L. Mobile Home. A movable or portable dwelling constructed to be towed 
by a motor vehicle on its own chassis over Texas Roads and Highways under 
special permit, connected to utilities, and designed without a permanent foun
dation, for year-round living. It may consist of one or more units that can 
be telescoped when towed and expanded later for additional capacity, or of 

. two or more units separately towable but designed to be joined into one inte
gral unit. 

M. Mobile Home Park. A unified development of mobile home spaces arranged 
on a tract of land under single person ownership, meeting all requirements of 
this Ordinance. 

N. Parking Space, Off-Street. A minimum space ___ feet in width by __ _ 
feet in length,l located within the boundary of a mobile home space, or in a 
common parking and storage area having unobstructed access to an internal 
street. 

O. Permit. A written permit or certification issued by the Building Of
ficial permitting the construction, alteration, or extension of a mobile home 
park, under the provisions of this Ordinance and regulations issued hereunder. 

P. Person. Any natural individual, firm, trust, partnership, association 
or corporation. 

Q. Plot Plan. Graphic representation, drawn to scale, in a horizontal 
plane , delineating the outlines of the land included in the plan and all propos
ed use locations, accurately dimensioned, the dimensions also indicating the 
relation of each use to that adjoining and to the boundary of the property. 

1 Nine by eighteen feet will be adequate under most circumstances. 
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R. Police Chief. The legally designated Chief of Police Department of 
the City, or his authorized representative. 

S. Replacement. The act of moving one mobile home from its existing 
stand and replacing it with another mobile home. 

T. Service Building. A structure housing toilet, lavatory, and such 
other facilities as may be required by this Ordinance. 

U. Sewer Connection. The connection consisting of all pipes, fittings, 
and appurtenances from the drain outlet of a mobile home to the inlet of the 
corresponding sewer service riser pipe of the sewage system serving the mobile 
home park . 

V. Sewer Service Riser Pipe. That portion of a sewer service which ex
tends vertically to the ground elevation and terminates at a mobile home space. 

W. Site Plan. Same as plot plan. 

X. Space. A plot of ground within a mobile home park designed for the 
accommodation of one mobile home, together with such open space as required 
by this Ordinance. This term also shall include the terms "lot", "stand", and 
"site." 

Y. Tax Assessor-Collector. The legally designated Tax Assessor-Collector 
of the City, or his authorized representative. 

Z. Water Connection. 
and appurtenances from the 
distribution system within 

The connection consisting of all pipes, fittings, 
water riser pipe to the water inlet pipe of the 
a mobile home. 

aa. Water Riser Pipe. That portion of the private water service system 
serving a mobile home park , which extends vertically to the ground elevation 
and terminates at a designated point at a mobile home space. 

bb. Zoning Ordinance . The Zoning Ordinance of the City of ______________ _ 

Section 2. Permits. 

A. No permit shall be issued for the construction or occupancy of a per
manent resident ial s tructure in any mobile home park, with the following ex
ceptions: 

(1) One existing residential structure may be retained or one new 
residential structure may be constructed for the occupancy of 
the owner or operator of the park. 

(2) An existing residence may be converted to a clubhouse , community 
center or service building for use by the residents of the mobile 
home park. 

B. Permit Reguired. It shall be unlawful for any person to construct, 
alter or extend any mobile home park within the limits of the City of ________ __ 
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unless he holds a valid permit issued by the Building Official in t he name of 
such person for the specific construction, alteration or extension proposed. 

C. Application Requirements. All applications for permits shall be made 
upon standard forms provided by the Building Official and shall contain the 
following: 

(1) Name and address of the applicant. 

(2) Location and legal description of the mobile home park. 

To this application shall be attached ___ copies2 of a site plan, at 
a minimum scale of _____ for sites of 30 acres or more, and at a 
minimum scale of for sites under 30 acres. 3 The site plan 
shall include all data required under Section 6 hereof. 

One print of the plot plan is to be circulated by the Building 
Official to each of the City departments designated in Section 6 
of this Ordinance for approval prior to issuing the permit. This 
plot plan does not replace or supersede the subdivision plat of 
the property required by State Law to be recorded in the County 
Records of the County in which the property is located, after re
view and approval of the (city planning commission or other review 
agency). 

D. Permit Fee. All applications to the Buildirig Official shall be ac-
companied by a fee of ___________ Dollars. 

E. Issuance of Permit. When upon review of the application, the Building 
Official is satisfied that the proposed plan meets the requirements of this 
Ordinance, a permit shall be issued. 

F. Denial of Permit; Hearing. Any person whose application for a permit 
under this Ordinance has been denied, may request a hearing on the matter under 
the procedure provided by Section 5 of this Ordinance. 

Section 3. Licenses. 4 

A. License Reguired. It shall be unlawful for any person to operate any 
mobile home park within the limits of the City of unless he holds 

2 The number of copies required should be sufficient to supply one each 
to the officials responsible for reviewing the plan. 

3 A scale of 1" = 200' for sites of 30 acres or more, and 1" = 100' for 
sites under 30 acres, should be adequate in most cases. 

4 Protection of the health and safety both of mobile home occupants and 
that of other persons residing in the community is the purpose of requirements 
that mobile home parks be licensed, the issuance of a license being conditioned 
upon site plan approval, approval of sanitary facilities, open space require
ments and similar features related to health, safety, and morals. A licensing 
program encourages (1) an advance check on the proposals, (2) permanent registry 
of the business , (3) inspection and regulation, and (4) the collection of fees 
to meet expense of administration. 
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a valid license issued annually by the (enforcing agency) in the name of such 
person for the specific park. All applications for licenses shall be made in 
writing on forms furnished by him, to the (enforcing agency) , who shall issue 
a license upon compliance by the applicant with provisions of this Ordinance. 
The (enforcing agency) shall not issue a license unless the applicant is a 
valid holder of a Certificate of Occupancy. At any time a Certificate of Oc
cupancy is revoked, the license is automatically void. 

B. Application for Original License. Application for the original license 
shall be in writing signed by the applicant, accompanied by an affidavit of the 
applicant as to the truth of the application and by the deposit of the license 
fee hereinafter provided, and shall contain: 

(1) The name and address of the applicant 

(2) The location and legal description of the park 

(3) A site plan of the park showing all mobile home spaces, structures, 
roads, walkways, and other service facilities. 

(4) Before the original license is issued, the (enforcing agency) 
shall obtain the approval of the Fire Chief on the fire fighting 
appliances, water supply, accessways, or other applicable con
ditions as meeting fire safety requirements. 

C. Hearing Granted Applicants. Any person whose application for a license 
under this Ordinance has been denied may request and shall be granted a hearing 
on the matter before the health authority under the procedure provided by Sec
tion 5 of this Ordinance. 

D. Application for License Renewal. Application for renewal of a license 
shall be made in writing by the licensee on forms furnished by the (enforcing 

agency on or before (date) of each year. Such application shall contain 
any change in the information occurring after the original license was issued 
or the latest renewal granted. 

Before the renewal license is issued, the (enforcing agency) shall ob
tain the approval of the Fire Chief on the fire fighting appliances, water 
supply, accessways, or other applicable conditions as meeting fire safety re
quirements. 

E. License Fee. All original license applications or renewals thereof 
shall be accompanied by a fee of Dollars, plus Dollars for 
each mobile home space in the mobile home park. All renewal fees shall be due 
on (date) of each year. 

F. Transfer of License. Every person holding a license shall give notice 
in writing to the (enforcing agency) within (days) after having sold, 
transferred, given away, or otherwise disposed of interest in or control of any 
mobile home park. Application for transfer of license shall be made withi.n 

calendar days after notification of change covered in sentence one 
of this paragraph. Within calendar days thereafter, the City shall 
act on the application for license transfer and it shall be approved if the 
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park is in compliance with the provisions of this Ordinance. 

G. Transfer of License Fee. All applications for license transfer shall 
be accompanied by a fee of ___________ dollars. 

H. Violations; Notice; Suspension of License. Whenever, upon inspection 
of any mobile home park, the (enforcing agency) , after consultation with the 
city official or officials he deems competent to judge, finds that conditions 
or practices exist which are in violation of any provision of this Ordinance 
applicable to such park, he shall give notice in writing in accordance with 
Section 5 (A) of this Ordinance, to the licensee or his agent that unless such 
conditions or practices are corrected within a reasonable period of time 
specified in such notice, the license shall be suspended. 5 At the end of such 
period of time, the (enforcing agency) shall reinspect such park, requesting 
assistance from other city departments as may be required, and if such condi
tions or practices have not been corrected, he shall suspend the license and 
give notice in writing of such suspension to the licensee or his agent. Upon 
receipt of notice of such suspension, licensee shall cease operation of such 
park, except as provided in Section 5 hereof. 

I. A temporary license, upon written request therefore, shall be issued 
by the health authority, for every mobile home park in existence upon the ef
fective date of this Ordinance, permitting the mobile home park to be operated 
during the period ending 180 days after the effective date of this Ordinance 
in accordance with such conditions as the health authority may require. 

J. The term of the temporary license shall be extended, upon written re
quest, for not to exceed one additional period of 180 days, if (1) the licensee 
shall have filed application for a license in conformity with Section 3, para
graph B of this Ordinance within 90 days after the effective date of this Ordi
nance; (2) the plans and specifications accompanying the application for licen
se comply with all provisions of this Ordinance and all other applicable ordi
nances and statutes; (3) the licensee shall have diligently endeavored to make 
the existing mobile home park conform fully to the plans and specifications sub
mitted with application; and (4) failure to make the existing mobile home park 
conform fully to such plans and specifications shall have been due to causes be
yond the control of the licensee. 

Section 4. Inspection. 

A. Inspections Required. The Building Official, the City Health Officer, 
the Fire Chief, the Police Chief, and the Tax Assessor-Collector are hereby 
authorized and directed to make such inspections as are necessary to determine 
compliance with this Ordinance. 

5 If a mobile home unit or a grouping thereof constitutes an offensive 
use of property and is a public nuisance, the inspection process is an ef
fective method of abatement, An inspector of mobile homes (building offi
cial, health inspector, etc.) should have authority to determine the exis
tence of violations of any applicable regulations and to issue orders for 
remedial action to be taken. 
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B. Entry on Premises. The Building Official, the City Health Of f i cer, the 
Fire Chief, the Poli ce Chief, and the Tax Assessor-Collector shall have t he 
power to enter at reasonable times upon any private or publ i c property for the 
purpose of inspect i ng and investigating conditions relating to the enforcement 
of this Ordinance. 

C. I nspection of Register. The Building Official, the City Health Offi
cer, the Fire Chief, the Police Chief, and the Tax Assessor-Collector shall 
have the power and authority in discharging their official duties to inspect 
the register containing a record of all residents of the mobile home park. 

D. Duty of Occupants. It shall be the duty of every occupant of a mobile 
home park to give the licensee, his agent, or authorized employee access to any 
part of such park at reasonable times for the purpose of making such repairs or 
alterations as are necessary to effect compliance with this Ordinance. 

Section 5. Notices. Hearings. and Orders. 

A. Notice of Violations; Requirements of Notice. Whenever it is deter
mined that there are grounds to believe that there has been a violation of any 
provision of this Ordinance, the (enforcing agency) shall give notice of such 
alleged violation to the licensee or agent, as hereinafter provided. Such 
notice shall (a) be in writing; (b) include a statement of the reasons for its 
issuance; (c) allow a reasonable time for the performance of the act it re
quires; (d) be served upon the licensee or his agent; provided that such not
ice or order shall be deemed to have been properly served upon such licensee 
or agent when a copy thereof has been sent by mail to his last known address, 
or when he has been served with such notice by any method authorized or re
quired by the laws of this State; and (e) contain an outline of remedial ac
tion which, if taken, will effect compliance with the provisions of this Ord i 
nance. 

B. Appeal from Denial of Permit by the Building Official. Any person 
affected by the refusal of the Building Official to issue a permit under the 
provisions of this Ordinance as set out in Section 2 hereof, may request and 
shall be granted a hearing on the matter before the (City governing body) 
provided that such person shall file within ___ days after the day the permit 
was refused, in the office of the Building Official a written petition request
ing such hearing and setting forth a brief statement of the grounds therefor. 
Upon receipt of such petition, the Building Official shall forward it to the 
City Secretary who shall request the (City governing body) to set a time and 
place for such hearing and shall give the petitioner written notice thereof. 
At such hearing the petitioner shall be given an opportunity to be heard and 
to show why such refusal should be modified or withdrawn. 

C. Appeal from Notice Issued by the (enforcing agency). Any person af
fected by any notice which has been issued in connection with the enforcement 
of any provision of this Ordinance applicable to such park, by the (enforcing 
agency), may request and shall be granted a hearing on the matter before the 

(city governing body) ; provided that such person shall file within ____ days 
after the day the notice was served, in the office of the (enforcing agency) , 
a written petition requesting such hearing and setting forth a brief statement 
of the grounds therefor. The filing of the request for a hearing shall operate 
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as a stay of the notice and of the suspension, except in the case of an order 
issued under Section 5 paragraph E of this Ordinance. Upon receipt of such 
petition, the (enforcing agency) shall forward such petition to the City 
Secretary who shall request the (city governing body) to set a time and 
place for such hearing and shall give the petitioner written notice thereof. 
At such hearing, the pet i tioner shall be given an opportunity to be heard and 
to show why such notice should be modified or withdrawn. 

D. Hearing; Order. After such hearing, the (enforcing agency) shall 
issue an order in writing sustaining, modifying or withdrawing the refusal, 
which order shall be served as provided in Section 5, paragraph A (d) hereof. 
Upon failure to comply with an order by the (enforcing agency) sustaining or 
modifying a decision thereof, the occupancy permit and the license of the park 
affected by the order shall be revoked. 

E. Order Without Notice. Whenever the (enforcing agency) finds that . 
an emergency exists which requires immediate action to protect the public 
health or safety, he may without notice or hearing issue an order reciting the 
existence of such an emergency and requiring that action be taken as he may 
deem necessary to meet the emergency. Notwithstanding any other provisions 
of this Ordinance, such order shall be effective immediately. Any person to 
whom such an order is directed shall comply therewith immediately, but upon 
written pe t ition to the (enforcing agency) shall be afforded a hearing as 
soon as possible. The provisions of Section 5, paragraph D of this Ordinance 
shall be applicable to such hearing and the order issued thereafter. 

Section 6. Mobile Horne Parks. 

A. Site Plan. The site plan shall be filed as required by Section 2, 
paragraph C of this Ordinance and shall show the following: 

(1) The area and dimensions of the tract of land, with identifi
cation of location and boundaries; 

(2) The number, location and size of all mobile horne spaces; 

(3) The location, width, and specifications of driveways, road
ways, and walkways; 

(4) The location and specifications of water and sewer lines and 
riser pipes; 

(5) The location and details of lighting, electrical and gas 
sys terns; 

(6) The location and specifications of all buildings constructed 
or to be constructed within the park; 

(7) Existing and proposed topography of the mobile horne park; 

(8) The location of fire mains, including the size, the hydrants, 
and any other equipment which may be provided; 
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(9) Such other information as municipal rev iewing offi c i als may 
reasonably require . 

A print of the site or plot plan shall be circula ted to the following 
city departments by the Building Official , and appr oval obtained f;om 
t hem prior to the issuance of a permit: (departments). 

B. Si te Requirements. Any mobile home park constructed after the adop
tion of this Ordinance, and for any extension or addition to an existing mobile 
home par k i n t he City, shall be done in compliance with the following site re
quirements: 

(1) Location. A mobile home park shall have no less than 
mobile home spaces 7 and shall be located only on sites 
having a zoning class ification of ; as 
defined in the Zoning Ordinance of the City of ________ __ 

(2) Basic Mobile Home Minimum Si te Reguirements. 

(a) Space Requirements. Each mobile home space shall 
provide a minimum area of ____ square feet, however 
no mobile home space shall have dimensions less than 

feet on the narrow dimension nor 
f eet on the long dimension. 9 ----------

(b) Open Space Regui rements. 

(1) The minimum front yard setback shall be 
___ feet lO from the nearest corner of the 
mobile home to the front line of the mobile 
home space . 

8 

6 These may include the public works, traffic engineering, police, fire, 
planning, health, tax and finance departments . 

7 The monetary return from mobile home parks that are too small is slight; 
therefore, economic considerations should be taken into account in setting the 
mi nimum acceptable acreage . For example, a mobile home park with less than 50 
spaces almost always operates on economic thin ice. 

8 Mention of a zoning classi f ication obviously will be unnecessary, should 
the city have no zoning ordinance. 

9 A minimum area of 3500 square feet--with minimum dimensions of 40 by 
80 f eet f or individual mobile home spaces--is a common standard. An alter
native approach to establishing the minimum size of individual lot spaces 
would be to specify the maximum number of spaces per acre allowable. This 
would permit greater freedon in design, and at the same time preserve space 
requirements. A maximum of 10 to 12 spaces per gross acre ordinarily would 
be a reasonable requirement. 

10 10 f eet is common . 
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~) No mobile home shall be closer than feet ll 
to any property line nor closer than feet 12 

to the property line adjoining a public street. 

(3) For other structures on each space, the m1n1mum 
front yard setback shall be at least ____ feet. 13 

~) The minimum distance between mobile homes at any 
point shall be feet. 14 

(b) Height Regulations. 

(1) The height limit for any structure intended for 
occupancy in the mobile home park shall be 
feet. 15 

(2) The average height of the mobile home frame above 
the ground elevation, measured at 900 to the frame, 
shall not exceed feet. 16 

(c) Soil and Ground Cover. Exposed ground surfaces in all 
parts of every mobile home park shall be paved, covered 
with stone screening or other solid material, or protect
ed with a vegetative growth that is capable of preventing 
soil erosion and of eliminating dust. 

(d) Drainage. The ground surface in all parts of a park 
shall be graded and equipped to drain all surface 
water in a safe, efficient manner. 

(e) Design and Location of Storage Facilities. Unless provided 
in current mobile home models, storage facilities with a 
minimum capacity of 200 cubic feet per mobile home space, 
may be provided on the space, or in compounds located 
within one hundred (100') feet of each space. Where 
provided, storage facilities shall be designed in a manner 
that will enhance the appearance of the park and shall be 
faced with masonry, porcelainized steel, baked enamel steel 
or other material equal in fire resistance, durability and 
appearance. Storage outside the perimeter walls of the 

11 10 feet is common. 

12 25 feet . 1S common. 

13 10 feet is common. 
14 The distance between mobile homes should not be less than the sum of 

the open space depth for opposing stand lines. When needed for the outdoor 
living area where some structural addition is anticipated, the distance be
tween buildings is computed as though the addition were part of the mobile 
home stand. 

15 35 feet may be a reasonable maximumo 
16 3 feet may be a reasonable maximum. 
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mobile home shall be permitted only if in such 
facilities .17 

(f) Mobile Home Stands . The area of the mobile home 
stand or space sha ll provide adequate support and 
drainage for placement of the mobile home . 

C. Access and Traffic Circulation, and Parking. 

(1) Internal streets, no-parking area signs, and street name 
signs shall be privately owned, built, and maintained. 
Streets shall be desi.gned for safe and convenient access 
to all spaces and to facilities for common use of park 
residents. 

Internal streets shall be kept open and free of ob
struction in order that police and fire vehicles may 
have access to any areas of the mobile home park. The 
Police Department shall be authorized to issue cita
tions for the violation of the provisions hereof and to 
remove and impound offending vehicles. 

(2) On all sections of internal streets on which parking is 
prohibited under this Ordinance, the owner or agent shall 
erect metal signs prohibiting parking. The sign type, 
size, height and location shall be approved by the City 

(engineer, public works director) prior to installation. 

(3) All internal streets shall be constructed to specifica
tions established by the City Council and shall be main
tained by the owner or agent free of cracks, holes, and 
other hazards. Internal streets shall be designed by a 
licensed professional engineer in accordance with good 
engineering designs and shall be approved by the City 

(engineer, public works director) of an Occupancy Per
mit for the park. 

(4) Internal Street Dimensions, and Parking. 

(a) An internal street or common access route shall 
be provided to each mobile home space. Such 
street shall have a minimum width of ______ __ 
feet 18 if off-street parking is provided in the 
ratio of two (2) parking spaces for each mobile 
home space. On-street parking shall be permitted 

17 Ad f ·1· . . 1 h b·l h equate storage aC1 1t1es on or conven1ent y near eac mo 1 e orne 
lot should be provided for the storage of often-used outdoor equipment, furni
ture and tools, and for the storage of such other material as is used only 
seasonally or infrequently by the typical tenant and cannot be conveniently 
stored in the typical mobile home. The storage of such ite~ under a mobile 
home is undesirable since they can provide a potential harbc~age for rodents, 
snakes, insects, and other pests. 

18 A minimum width of 30 feet should be sufficient. 
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on only one side of the street. The internal 
streets shall be continuous and connect with other 
internal streets or with public streets, or shall 
be provided with a cul-de-sac having a minimum 
diameter of ninety-five (95') feet. No internal 
street ending in a cul-de-sac shall exceed ____ _ 
feet in length . 19 

(b) If no off-street parking is provided or is 
provided in a ratio of less than two (2) spaces 
for each mobile home site, the minimum street 
width shall be feet. 20 All other 
requirements remain the same as in the preceding 
paragraph one (1) with the exception that parking 
will be permitted on both sides of the street. 

(5) If the park is constructed with internal streets having 
a width less than thirty-six (36') feet, off-street park
ing shall be provided on each mobile home space in the 
ratio of two (2) parking spaces for each mobile home 
space. Each parking space shall be hard-surfaced with 
all-weather material, and located to eliminate inter
ference with access to parking areas provided for 
other mobile homes and for public parking in the park. 

(6) Internal streets shall permit unobstructed access to 
within at least two hundred (200') feet of any portion 
of each mobile home. 

(7) Within each mobile home park, all streets shall be 
named, and mobile homes numbered to conform with 
block numbers on adjacent public streets. All street 
name signs and house numbers shall be of reflective 
material. These street signs shall be of a color and 
size contrasting with those on public streets so that 
there is no confusion regarding which are private and 
which are public streets. These signs and numbers 
shall be of standard size and placement to facilitate 
location by emergency vehicles. 

(8) Interior streets shall intersect adjoining public 
streets at approximately ninety (900 ) degrees and 
at locations which will eliminate or m~n~m~ze inter
ference with traffic on those public streets. 

(9) A minimum parking area of one hundred fifty (150) square 
feet per mobile home space shall be provided in a common 
area for storage of boats or vehicles in excess of two 
per mobile home space, and for visitors' vehicles, to 
minimize on-street parking and to facilitate movement of 
emergency v-ehicles into and through the park. 

19 500 feet is a common maximum for internal streets which end in a 
cul-de-sac. 

20 
36 feet is a common minimum. 
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D. Street Lighting. Street lighting within the mobile home park shall 
be provided along all internal streets. Light standards shall have a height 
and spacing to insure an average illumination level of not less than 0.2 foot
candles shall be maintained. 

E. Fire Safety Standards. 

(1) Storage and Handling of Liquefied Petroleum Gases. In 
parks in which liquefied petroleum gases are stored and 
dispensed, their handling and storage shall comply with 
requirements of the (City plumbing and fire codes, as 
applicable.) 

(2) Storage and Handling of Flammable Liguids. In parks in 
which gasoline, fuel oil, or other flammable liquids 
are stored and/or dispensed , their handling and storage 
shall comply with the (City fire code). 

(3) Access to Mobile Homes for Fire Fighting. Approaches to 
all mobile homes shall be kept clear for fire fighting. 

(4) Fire Fighting Instruction. The mobile home park owner or 
agent shall be responsible for the instruction of his 
staff in the use of the park fire protection equipment and 
in their specific duties in the event of fire. 

(5) Water Supply Facilities for Fire Department Operations. 

(a) Water supply facilities for Fire Department opera
tions shall be connected to the City public water 
supply system unless a special exception is granted 
by City (governing body) to use a private water 
supply system. If a private supply is utilized for 
service to the park, the private supply must be 
adequate both for domestic requirements and for fire 
fighting requirements established by the City. The 
adequacy of the water supply for fire fighting re
quirements shall be determined by the Fire Chief. 
If the mobile home park owner and agent utilize a 
private water supply, it shall have sufficient 
volume and pressure that the City water supply will 
not be required for fire fighting. 

(b) The park owner shall provide standard City of ~ __ _ 
fire hydrants located within five hundred (Soot) 
feet of all mobile home spaces, measured along the 
driveways or streets. Fire hydrants will be sub
ject to periodic inspection by the City Fire Depart
ment. It shall be the responsibility of the park 
licensee to insure that the fire hydrants in need 
of immediate repair shall be repaired in a satis
factory manner within (hours). Non-emergency repairs 
shall be made within ____ days. 
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(6) The mobile home park Licensee or Agent shall provide 
an adequate system of collection and safe disposal 
of rubbish, approved by the Fire Chief and the City 
Health Officer . 

(7) The mobile home park Licensee or Agent shall be 
responsible for maintaining the entire area of the 
park free of dry brus~, leaves and weeds. 

F. Recreation Area. All mobile home parks shall have at least one re
creation area. 

(1) Extent. Recreation areas and facilities, such as play
grounds, swimming pools, and community buildings shall 
be provided which in the judgment of the park Licensee 
or Agent will meet the anticipated needs of the clien
tele which the park is designed to serve. Provision of 
separate adult and tot lot recreation areas is encouraged. 

(2) Size of Recreation Area. Not less than five (5%) per 
cent of the gross site area of the mobile home park 
shall be devoted to recreational facilities, generally 
provided in a central 10cation. 2l In large parks, this 
may be decentralized. 

Recreation areas include space for c'ommunity buildings 
and community use facilities such as adult recreation 
and child play areas, swimming pools, and drying yards, 
but not including vehicle parking areas. 

(3) Playground Location. When playground space is provided, 
it shall be so designated and shall be protected from 
traffic, thoroughfares, and parking areas. Such space 
shall be maintained in a sanitary condition and free of 
safety hazards. 

G. Water Supply. 

(1) An accessible, adequate, safe and potable supply of water 
shall be provided in each mobile home park. Connection 
shall be made to the public supply of water unless a 
special exception is granted by City (governing body) 
to use a private water supply system. If a private 
supply is utilized for service to the park, the private 
supply shall be adequate both for domestic requirements 
and for fire fighting requirements established by the 
Cit yo 

21 AI· d· h . . f bl f ff·· t ocatLon a Jacent to t e communLty center LS pre era e or e LCLen 
construction, use, and maintenance of all facilities. 
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(2) Water Distribution System. 

(a) The water supply system of the mobile home park 
shall be connected by pipes to all mobile homes, 
buildings, and other facilities requiring water. 

(b) All water piping, fixtures, and other equipment 
shall be constructed and maintained in accordance 
with State and City regulations and requirements. 

(3) Individual water riser pipes and connections shall be in 
accordance with requirements of the (City Plumbing Code, 
as applicable). 

H. Sewage Disposal. From and after the effective date of this Ordi
nance, the following shall apply: 

(1) General Requirements. An adequate and safe sewerage 
system shall be provided in all mobile horne parks for 
conveying and disposing of all sewage. The sewer 
system for a mobile home park shall be constructed 
in accordance with the (City Plumbing Code, as appli
cable). All proposed sewage disposal facilities shall 
be approved by the City Health Officer prior to con
struction except that the use of septic tanks for the 
disposal of sewage shall not be approved. Effluents 
from sewage treatment facilities shall not be dis
charged into any waters of the State except with prior 
approval of the City Health Officer and the appropriate 
regulatory agency of the State. 

(2) Sewer Lines. All sewer lines shall be constructed and 
of materials in accordance with the (City Plumbing Code, 
as applicable). 

(3) Individual Sewer Connections. 

(a) Each mobile home stand shall be provided with at 
least a four (4") inch diameter sewer riser pipe. 
The sewer riser pipe shall be so located on each 
stand that the sewer connection to the mobile home 
drain outlet will approximate a vertical position. 

(b) The sewer connection to the mobile home from the 
sewer riser pipe and any other sewer connections 
shall be in accordance with the requirements of the 

(City Plumbing Code, as applicable). 

(c) All materials used for sewer connections shall be 
in accordance with the (City Plumbing Code, as 
applicable) . 
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(d) Provision shall be made for plugging the sewer 
riser pipe when no mobile home occupies the 
space. Surface drainage shall be diverted away 
from the riser. 

I. Electrical and Telephone Distribution Systems. From and'after the 
effective date of this ordinance, the following shall apply: 

(1) All electrical wiring in the mobile home park shall be 
underground, and otherwise installed in accordance with 
the (City Electrical Code. as applicable). All tele
phone lines in the mobile home park shall be installed 
underground. 

(2) General Requirements. Every park shall contain an elec
trical wiring system consisting of wiring, fixtures, 
equipment and appurtenances which shall be installed and 
maintained in accordance with applicable codes and re
gulations for such systems. 

(3) Power Distribution Lines. Individual Electrical Con
nections. and Grounding. Power Distribution lines shall 
be located underground. Otherwise all power distribution 
lines, individual electrical connections and grounding of 
the mobile homes and equipment shall comply with the 

(City Electrical Code. as applicable). 

J. Service Building and Other Community Service Facilities. 22 

22 

(1) General. The requirements of this section shall apply 
to service buildings, recreation buildings, and other 
community service facilities such as: 

(a) Management offices, repair shops and storage areas; 

(b) Sanitary facilities; 

(c) Laundry facilities;23 

(d) Indoor recreation areas; and 

(e) Commercial uses supplying essential goods or services 
for the benefit and convenience of park occupants. 

Every mobile home park should be provided with a service building 
containing emergency sanitary facilities. Where feasible, the consolidation 
of sanitary, laundry, management, and other service facilities in a single 
building and location is recommended if the single location will adequately 
serve all mobile home lots. Consolidation is preferable for efficient con
struction, use, and maintenance of all facilities. 

23 Laundry facilities should not be installed within a mobile home park 
unless it is previously determined that such equipment will have sufficient 
use. Factors which should be evaluated by the park owner or operator include 
the proximity of coin-operated public laundries or commercial laundries and 
the number of park residents who will have automatic washers installed in their 
mobile homes. 
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(2) Structural Requirements for Buildings. 

(a) All portions of the structure shall be properly 
protected from damage by ordinary uses and by 
decay, corrosion, termites, and other destructive 
elements. Exterior portions shall be of such 
materials and be so constructed and protected as 
to prevent entrance or penetration of moisture 
and weather; and to comply with all applicable 
Codes of the City of _____ _ 

(b) All rooms containing sanitary or laundry facilities 
shall : 

(1) Have sound-resistant walls extending to the 
ceiling between male and female sanitary 
facilities. Walls and partitions around 
showers, bathtubs, lavatories, and other 
plumbing fixtures shall be constructed of 
dense, nonabsorbent, waterproof materials 
or covered with moisture resistant materials; 

(2) Have at least one window or skylight facing 
directly to the outdoors. The minimum aggre
gate gross area of windows for each required 
room shall be not less than ten (10) per cent 
of the floor area served by them; and 

(3) Have at least one window which can be opened 
easily, or mechanical device which will ade
quately ventilate the room. 

(c) Toilets shall be located in separate compartments 
equi'pped with self -closing doors. Shower stalls 
shall be of the individual type. The rooms shall 
be screened to prevent direct view of the interior 
when the exterior doors are open. 

(d) Illumination levels shall be maintained as follows: 

(1) General seeing tasks five (5) footcandles; 

(2) Laundry room work area - forty (40) foot
candles; and 

(3) Toilet room, in front of mirrors - forty (40) 
footcandles. 

(e) Hot and cold water shall be furnished in every lava
tory , sink, bathtub, shower and laundry fixture; and 
cold water shall be furnished to every water closet and 
urinal. 
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(f) Heating. Service buildings shall be maintained at 
a comfortable temperature by heating equipment per
mitted by City regulations, between October 1st and 
May 1st. 

(3) Barbecue Pits, Fireplaces, Stoves and Incinerators: Cook
ing shelters, barbecue pits, fireplaces, wood-burning 
stoves and incinerators shall be so located, constructed, 
maintained and used as to minimize fire hazards and smoke 
nuisance both on the property on which used and on neighbor
ing property. No open fire shall be permitted except in 
facilities provided. No open fire shall be left unattend
ed. No fuel shall be used and no material burned which 
emits dense smoke or objectionable odors. 

K. Refuse and Garbage Handling. 

(1) The storage, collection and disposal of refuse in the 
mobile home park shall be so conducted as to create no 
health hazards, rodent harborage, insect breeding areas, 
accident or fire hazards, or air pollution. One or both 
of the systems described in the following paragraphs 
(2) or (3) shall be used in every park. 

(2) If refuse is gathered at the individual sites, it shall 
be stored in fly tight, watertight, rodent-proof contain
ers, which shall be located at each mobile home site. 
Containers for this use shall be provided in sufficient 
number and capacity to store properly all refuse. 

(3) Centrally-located refuse containers having a capacity 
of three cubic yards or larger may be provided. If 
provided, such containers shall be so designed as to 
prevent spillage, container deterioration, and to 
facilitate cleaning around them. 

Refuse and garbage shall be removed from the park at least 
twice each week. 

(4) The licensee or agent shall insure that containers at 
mobile home spaces are emptied regularly and maintained 
in a usable, sanitary condition. 

L. Insect and Rodent Control. Grounds, buildings and structures shall 
be maintained free of insect and rodent harborage and infestation. Extermi
nation methods and other measures to control insects and rodents shall conform 
with the requirements of the City Health Director. 

(1) Parks shall be maintained free of accumulation of 
debris which may provide rodent harborage or breed
ing places for flies, mosquitoes and other pests. 
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(2) The growth of brush, weeds and grass shall be controlled 
to prevent harborage of noxious insects or other pests. 
Parks shall be so maintained as to prevent the growth of 
noxious weeds detrimental to health. Open areas shall be 
maintained free of heavy undergrowth of any description. 

M. Fuel Supply and Storage. From and after the effective date of this 
Ordinance, the following shall apply: 

(1) Natural Gas System: 

(a) Natural gas piping systems shall be installed under
ground and maintained in accordance with applicable 
codes and regulations governing such systems. 

(b) Each mobile home space provided with piped gas shall 
have a cap on the outlet when not in use to prevent 
accidental discharge of gas, and shall be in accor
dance with the (City Plumbing Code, as applicable). 

(2) Liquefied Petroleum Gas System: 

(a) Liquefied Petroleum Gas Systems shall be installed 
only if an available natural gas system is more than 
on.e thousand (1000 I) feet from the mobile home park. 
The liquefied petroleum gas systems shall be main
tained in accordance with applicable codes of the 
City governing such systems and regulations of the 
Texas Railroad Commission pertaining thereto. 

N. Miscellaneous Requirements: 

(1) Responsibilities of the Park Management: 

(a) All responsibilities set out elsewhere in this 
Ordinance. 

(b) The licensee or his agent shall operate the park 
in compliance with this and other applicable ordi
nances and shall provide adequate supervision to 
maintain the park, its facilities and equipment in 
good repair and in a clean and sanitary condition. 

(c) The licensee or agent shall notify park occupants 
of all applicable provisions of this Ordinance and 
inform them of their duties and responsibilities 
under this Ordinance. 

(d) The licensee or agent shall maintain a register of 
park occupancy which shall contain the following 
information: 
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(1) Name and address of park residents. 

(2) Mobile home registration data, including make, 
length, width, year of manufacture and identi
fication number. 

(3) Location of each mobile home within the park 
by space or lot number and street address. 

(4) Dates of arrival and departure. 

(e) A new register shall be initiated on January 1st of 
each year, and the old register be retired but shall 
be retained on the premises for at least three (3) 
years following the retirement. Registers shall be 
available for inspection at all reasonable times by 
an official of the City of whose duties 
may necessitate access to the information contained 
therein. 

(f) The licensee or agent shall furnish to the Tax Assessor-
Collector for the City of within ten (10) days 
after the first day of January of each year, a list of 
all mobile homes resident in the park on the first day 
of January. The list shall contain the owner's name 
and address; the make, length, width, year of manu
facture and identification number of the mobile home; 
and the address or location description of said mobile 
home within the park. Said lists shall be prepared 
using forms provided by the Assessor-Collector for the 
City. 

Within ten (10) days after the first day of July of 
each year, the licensee or agent shall furnish to the 
City Tax Assessor-Collector the same data required in 
the preceding paragraph on all residents who have moved 
into the park after the first day of January; and in
formation on mobile homes which have moved out of the 
park after the first day of January including the fore
going data plus the date on which each mobile home left 
the park, and the destination of the mobile home if this 
destination can be obtained. 

(2) Responsibilities of Park Occupants: 

(a) All responsibilities set out elsewhere in this 
Ordinance. 

(b) The park occupant shall comply with all require
ments of this Ordinance and shall maintain his 
mobile home space, its facilities and equipment 
in good repair and in a clean and sanitary condi
tion. 
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(c) The park occupant shall be r esponsible for proper 
placement of his mobile home in its mobile home 
stand and proper installation of all utility con
nections in accordance with the instructions of the 
park management. 

(d) Fire resistant skirting with the necessary vents, 
screens and/or openings shall be required on all 
mobile homes in mobile home parks and shall be 
installed within days after emplacement of 
the mobile homes. 

(e) Skirting, porches, awnings, and other additions, 
when installed, shall be maintained in good repair. 
The use of space immediately underneath a mobile 
home for storage shall be permitted only under the 
following conditions: 

(1) The storage area shall have a base of 
impervious material. 

(2) Stored items shall not interfere with 
the underneath inspection of the mobile 
home. 

Section 7 . Conflict With Other Ordinances. Whenever the standards and speci
fications in this Ordinance conflict with those contained in another ordinance, 
the most stringent or restrictive provision shall govern. 

Section 8. Separability Clause. Should any portion or part of this Ordinance 
be held for any reason invalid or unenforceable, the same shall not be constru
ed to affect any other valid portion hereof, but all valid portions hereof 
shall remain in full force and effect. 

Section 9. Penal Provisions. Any person violating any provision of this Ordi-
nance within the corporate limits of the City of , Texas, shall be 
guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction shall be fined an amount not ex
ceeding two hundred dollars ($200.00). Each day that such violation continues 
shall be a separate offense. Prosection or conviction under this prov~s~on 
shall never be a bar to any other remedy or relief for violations of this Ordi
nance. 

This Ordinance shall be effective from and after its passage or from and after 
the __ day of , 19 __ . 

PASSED AND APPROVED this __ day of ____ , A.D., 19 __ , with an effective 
day of , 19 

(month) (day) 
SIGNED: 

ATTEST: Mayor 

City Secretary 
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CHAPTER V 

APPLICATION OF BUILDING & HOUSING CODES TO MOBILE HOMES 

Mobile homes have comparatively little in common with conventional dwellings, 
and any city which attempts to apply the same building and housing codes to 
both will find itself in a quandary. Since mobile homes are delivered comple
tely furnished, it is impractical to inspect them for conformance with build
ing, electrical, plumbing and related codes; and, because of their relative 
compactness, many mobile units cannot comply with the minimum space and other 
standards of most local housing codes. The answer to both of these problems 
lies either in (1) appropriate amendment of local codes to accommodate the 
special needs of mobile homes, or (2) the adoption of separate codes to deal 
with their unusual characteristics. 

A. Application of Building Codes To Mobile Homes 

Although a city conceivably could amend its building code, section by section, 
to embrace the unique needs of mobile homes, the easier course would be to 
adopt the Standard For Mobile Homes endorsed by the United States of America 
Standards Institute in conjunction with the Mobile Homes Manufacturers Associa
tion and the National Fire Protection Association. 26 This publication pro
mulgates standards relative to plumbing, heating, electrical installations, 
body and frame design, and construction; and most cities will find it adequate 
as a "substitute" for conventional dwelling codes applicable to the same fea
tures. 

It is questionable whether a city may retroactively apply the Standard to mobile 
homes which already are located in the city; however, the city could stipulate 
that, after a given date, no mobile home will be permitted to permanently locate 
within the corporate limits unless it meets the criteria set forth in the Stan
~. This approach would, at the very least, be of long-range benefit to the 
municipali ty. 

B. Application of Housing Codes To Mobile Homes 

As another exercise of the health and safety police power, a minimum housing 
code can be effectively used to eliminate substandard mobile homes and to pre
serve the quality of units which presently meet standard housing criteria. The 
following provisions, excerpted from the New York Model Housing Code (New York 
State Division of Housing and Community Renewal, 393 Seventh Avenue, New York, 
N.W. 10001), may serve as a useful guideline for cities interested in enacting 
a housing code applicable to mobile homes. 

26 Available at $2.00 per copy from the Mobile Homes Manufacturers As
sociation, 20 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois 60606. 
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General Reguiremen t s 

(a) Mobile home design and construction shall conform to 
generally accepted standards of the mobile home industry. 

(b) Materials, assemblies, and equipment shall conform to 
generally accepted standards with respect to strength, 
durability, corrosion and fire resistance, and other 
qualities recognized under such standards. 

(c) Habitable and nonhabitable space shall be arranged, 
located, lighted and ventilated so as to be appropriate 
for the intended use. 

(d) Mechanical systems and equipment shall be designed, in
stalled, and located so that under normal conditions of 
use such systems and equipment shall be capable of 
functioning safely and efficiently without being forced 
to operate beyond the designed capacity. 

(e) Equipment requiring operation, inspection, or mainte
nance shall be located so that easy access to it is 
provided. 

(f) Plumbing, heating and electrical systems shall be 
properly connected to approved sources of supply when 
a mobile home is in a fixed location and occupied for 
living purposes. 

(g) Mobile home units, including mechanical systems and 
equipment shall be maintained and operated so as to be 
free of conditions conducive to personal injury or 
detrimental to health or welfare. 

Design and Construction 

Mobile homes shall be structurally sound, effectively insulated, 
and capable of sustaining designed dynamic loading . 

Body and Body Framing 

(a) Body frames shall be designed and constructed as complete 
units. Wall and floor surfaces shall be firmly attached 
to body framing members. Doors and windows shall be 
securely framed in place. Framing and exterior skin shall 
be surface treated or painted to prevent deterioration. 

(b) Roofs shall be pitched for proper drainage and shall be 
weathertight. Roof decks shall be of metal or noncom
bustible materials . 
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(c) Wood body framing shall be of seasoned lumber and shall 
provide adequate support and rigidity. Members shall be 
joined so as to insure permanent attachment to each other. 

(d) Metal body framing shall be of structural formed sections, 
riveted, bolted or welded together. Where different 
metals are joined precaution shall be taken to prevent 
electrolytic action. 

(e) Insulation of floors, roof, and exterior walls shall 
consist of noncombustible materials. 

(f) Ventilation shall be provided to minimize deterioration 
of structural members from condensation or other causes. 

Chassis 

(a) Chassis shall extend substantially the length of the 
body and shall be capable of supporting the live and 
dead loads to which subjected. 

(b) Tongue or drawbar shall be secured to the chassis and 
shall be capable of supporting the weight of the forward 
end of the mobile home. If designed to support gas 
cylinders, the tongue shall be of sufficient strength 
and shall permit secure attachment. 

(c) Hitch shall be securely attached to the tongue so as to 
become an integral part of the tongue. 

(d) Axles, spring assemblies, and wheels shall be capable 
of supporting the calculated loads. 

Placement 

Placement of mobile home on mobile home stand by jacks or supports 
shall be such as to insure the retention of the mobile home in a 
fixed position. 27 

27 T' . . T . h h' d d . d' rag~c exper~ence ~n exas w~t urr~canes an torna oes ~n ~cates a 
need for considering better controls regarding the anchorage of mobile homes. 
According to official Red Cross damage statistics for the l2-county Panhandle 
episode of April 1970, 114 houses were destroyed and 195 sustained major damage, 
where of 196 mobile homes involved, all but six were destroyed. The City of 
Corpus Christi has recently enacted an amendment to their Mobile Home Ordinance 
providing for more stringent anchorage specifications. Copies of this amend
ment are available, upon request, from the League office for cities considering 
the incorporation of such safety features in their mobile home ordinances. 
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------~'---~--~~--,~-~~~----------------~----
Space Requirements 

Maximum Occupancy 

The maximum number of occupants of a mobile home shall be limited 
to the number determined on the basis of the square feet of floor 
area area of habitable space, exclusive of habitable space used 
for cooking purposes, in accordance with the following: 

150 square feet for 1 or 2 occupants; 
250 square feet for three occupants; and 

80 square feet additional for each occupant thereafter. 

Height of Habitable Space 

Habitable space shall have a m1n1mum ceiling height of 7 feet 
over 50 per cent of the floor area; and the floor area where 
the ceiling height is less than 5 feet shall not be considered 
in computing gross floor area. 

Bathrooms and Toilet Rooms 

Bathrooms and toilet rooms shall have provisions for privacy, and 
shall be provided with floors of moisture resistant material. 

Prohibited Uses 

Bathrooms, toilet rooms, kitchens and kitchenettes shall not be 
used for sleeping purposes. 

Exits 

A mobile home . shall have a safe and unobstructed primary exit 
and an emergency exit located remote from the primary exit o 

Light and Ventilation 

Habitable Space 

A mobile home shall be provided with natural light and ventilation 
adequate for the intended use of each habitable space in accor
dance with the following: 

Window area shall equal at least 10 per cent of the floor 
area of each habitable space; and 

Openable area of windows and other openings used for natural 
ventilation of each habitable space shall equal at least 45 
per cent of the required window area, or mechanical ventila
tion shall be provided as set forth in Heating, Ventilating 
and Air Conditioning (p). 
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Nonhabitab1e Space 

A mobile home shall be provided with light and ventilation adequate 
for the intended use of nonhabitab1e space in accordance with the 
following: 

Kitchenettes, bathrooms and toilet rooms shall be provided 
with light of sufficient intensity and so distributed as to 
permit the maintenance of sanitary conditions and the safe 
use of the space and the appliances, equipment, and fix
tures; and 

Kitchenettes, bathrooms and toilet rooms shall be provided 
with natural ventilation consisting of openab1e areas of 
not less than 1-1/2 square feet for bathrooms and toilet 
rooms, and not less ' than 3 square feet for kitchenettes; or 
mechanical ventilation shall be provided as set forth in 
Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning (p). 

Mechanical Systems and Equipment 

Plumbing 

(a) A mobile home shall contain: 

Kitchen sink, 
Flush type water closet, 
Bathtub or shower, and 
Lavatory. 

(b) Hot and cold water supply shall be provided at 
kitchen sink, bathtub or shower, and lavatory. 
Cold water shall be supplied to water closet. 

(c) Plumbing system shall be designed and arranged so 
as to facilitate connecting to approved exterior 
water supply and sewage disposal systems, provide 
adequate water supply to all plumbing fixtures and 
dispose of all liquid wastes therefrom. 

Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning 

(a) A mobile home shall contain: 

Space heating equipment, and 
Water heating equipment 

(b) Areas allocated for installation of space heating 
and water heating equipment shall provide adequate 
clearance so that the surface of adjacent combus
tible materials will not exceed a safe temperature. 
Curtains and draperies shall not be used in such areas. 
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(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

Space and water heating units shall be of an approved 
type for installation in a mobile home. Fuel burning 
water heaters and furnaces other than those having a 
sealed combustion space, shall not be located in sleep
ing rooms, bathrooms and toilet rooms. 

Space heating units shall have sufficient capacity to 
maintain a minimum inside temperature of 700 F., based 
on the average of the recorded annual minimum outside 
temperatures for the locality; and shall be provided 
with manual or automatic temperature control devices. 

Water heating units shall have sufficient capacity to 
deliver at each hot water outlet an ample supply of 
water at a minimum temperature range of 1300 to 1400 F., 
and such units shall be provided with safety devices 
arranged to relieve hazardous pressures and excessive 
temperatures. 

(f) Electrical space and water heating equipment shall be 
an approved type and shall have adequate circuit pro
tection devices. 

(g) Gas and liquid fuel-burning equipment shall be speci
fically designed for the type of fuel used. Flues 
and vents shall be suitable for the type of fuel used 
and shall be installed so that the surface of adjacent 
combustible material will not exceed a safe temperature. 

(h) Automatically operated heat-producing equipment using 
utility gas shall have a valve that will automatically 
shut off the flow of gas to the main burner when the 
pilot flame is extinguished o 

(i) Automatically operated heat-producing equipment using 
liquefied petroleum gas shall have a valve that will 
automatically shut off the flow of gas to the pilot 
light and main burner when the pilot flame is extin
guished. 

(j) Fuel-burning space and water heating units shall be 
vented. Other fuel-burning equipment shall be vent
ed where the discharge of products of combustion into 
the space where the equipment is installed would be 
unsafe. 

(k) Liquid fuel-burning equipment shall be vented and shall 
be provided with means to prevent spilling of fuel. 

---- -- ----
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(1) Fuel storage containers and gas cylinders shall be 
mounted outside the mobile home, or in a space that 
is vented to the outside and is vaportight to the 
inside. 

(m) Warm air supply ducts and fittings shall be of non
combustible material. 

(n) Return air ducts shall be of noncombustible material 
where exposed to temperatures which are unsafe for 
combustible materials. 

(0) Return air grilles in doors and partitions shall be 
of a permanent nonclosable type. Openings for re
turn air shall not be located in bathrooms, toilet 
rooms or kitchenettes. 

(p) Mechanical ventilation, where required, shall exhaust 
air at rates not less than the following: 

For habitable space - 2 air changes per hour; 
For bathrooms and toilet rooms - 25cfm; and 
For kitchenettes - 100 cfm. 

(q) Air conditioning for habitable space provided in lieu 
of mechanical ventilation shall supply an amount of 
air not less that that set forth in Heating, Venti
lating and Air Conditioning (p), with at least 25 per 
cent of the required quantity taken from the outside. 

Electrical 

(a) A mobile home shall contain an electrical wiring 
system and service equipment. 

(b) Electrical wiring shall have adequate capacity for 
designed lighting and appliance equipment. Indivi
dual circuits shall contain overload protection de
vices. 

(c) At least one receptacle outlet shall be provided for 
each multiple of 12 linear feet of wall space or 
major fraction thereof in each habitable space and 
kitchenette. Bathrooms and toilet rooms shall have 
permanently installed lighting fixtures and switches 
located so as not to be an electrical hazard. 

(d) Exterior equipment shall be weatherproofed to insure 
protection of equipment from the elements. Service 
equipment shall have means for quick disconnection 
from the source of supply. 
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(e) Provision shall be made for grounding noncurrent carry
ing metallic parts of the electrical system. Such 
grounding shall be common to one external supply point. 
Provision shall be made for exterior source grounding 
of electrical system. 

Cooking and Refrigeration 

(a) A mobile home shall contain: 

Cooking equipment, and 
Refrigeration equipment. 

(b) Electrical cooking and refrigeration equipment shall 
be of an approved type for installation in a mobile 
home and shall have adequate circuit protection devices. 

(c) Gas burning cooking and refrigeration equipment shall 
be of an approved type for mobile home installation 
and connections to rigid pipe shall be made with ap
proved flexible metal gas appliance connectors. 

(d) Fuel storage shall conform to the requirements of fuel 
storage for heating. 

Maintenance 

A mobile home shall be maintained in a safe and sanitary condition. 

Interior 

Floors, walls, ceilings, furnishings and fixtures shall be main
tained in a clean and sanitary condition. Exits shall be main
tained free of obstructions. 

Garbage and Refuse 

Suitable containers shall be provided for the temporary storage 
of garbage and refuse within the mobile home. 

Screening 

From May 1st to October 1st, entrances to the mobile home shall 
be provided with self-closing type devices or screens, and win
dows and other openings used for ventilation shall be appro
priately screened. 

Extermination 

Mobile homes shall be maintained free of insects, vermin and 
rodents. Extermination shall be effected in conformance with 
generally accepted practice. 

-------'~------~---------/~------~ 
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Flammable Materials 

Flammable cleaning liquids and other flammable materials shall be 
stored in a safe, approved manner. 
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